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Members of Madison Connection lake time to
call JMU alumni for donations and share
memorable conversations.

While the cell phone craze descends on campus, professors
are counterattacking with cell phone bans in the classroom.
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No dial lone

The women's WMiming ami dning team improved its
record to i-6 Saturday, after downing Radford UMl
and Wagner College in a nonconference dual meet nl km*.
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Study abroad opportunities
Expo offers 'wide selection' with over 20 locations
JoNBS
contributing writer

BY AMANDA

Over 20 booths were set up
to represent different proframs at the Study Abroad
Kpo Thursday at the College
Center Crand Ballroom.
Stations were established
for the semester abroad programs,
which
included
exchange programs, summer
programs, shrlrt-term international study program! and
international internships.
Several of the summer

study abroad programs are
located in non-traditional setlinns, such as South Korea,
Malta and Martinique. The four
main semester abroad programs offered by JMU are
located in Italy, England,
Belgium and Spain.
Freshman Stephen Callear
was impressed that JMU offered
such a wide selection of plaOM
to study abroad.
"I would have never even
thought about going to
Ghana if I hadn't come to the
Cxpo," Callear said.

Freshman Bob Sverd thought
studying abroad would be a
good cultural experience.
"1 have never left the country,
and would like to go to Eastern
Europe or Australia," Sverd siid
Sophomore
Daniela
Goldstein thought it was important to attend an expo because it
offers the opportunity to see
what's availabk* in person and
have the chance to ask questions.
"You can't see WBythuia
online," Goldstein said. "It's
goixl to come here because you
may change your mind."

Sophomore Kristin Lawhom
also discovered the expo provided valuable information not
listed on the Web site,
"1 didn't know they offered a
kinesiology program, which is
my major," Lawhom said.
Freshman Nga Dang was
glad the expo provided
information about realistic
ipsts of the trips.
"Many of the trips seemed
too expensive, but they offer a
lot of scholarships," Dang said.

N \TAUYA LAITIK/iKtf/A 1

Students had tha opportunity to talk to representatives at
the Study Abroad Expo last Thursday.

see EXPO, page 5
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Home hiccups
remedies may
work for some
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Bv LAUREN MCKAY
assistant news editor
You're in the middle ol .it 1
interview, right out of college,
for a company that could be trie
start of your dream career and
you suddenly get the humps
You wonder which of the
numerous supposed remedies
will cure the annoyance.
"There are a couple hundred
home remedies," biology professor DtVid lavnt-.
According to .1 Mud) done
by the University of Michigan,
a teaspoon ol ordinary table
sugar, swallowed dry, cund
hiccups in 19 out of 20 people,
stated the Health on the Net
Foundation Web site.
Yahoo's health Web site
suggested
holding your
breath, breathing rapidly into
a paper bag, drinking a glass
of cold water or eating a teaspoon of sugar as home remedies to stop hiccups
"The reason 1 think there are
so many remedies for hiccups is
because there are so manv different causes," Jaynes said.
A hiccup is a sound produced by unintentional move-
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Mambara of JuatVoicas, a voluntaar group of citizens Intaroated In speaking out for Justice and peace, protest U.S. military tactics In Iraq on the
sidewalks of Court Square Friday. The protest was Inspired by a Maw York Tlrrmt article that ran In December 2003. describing American soldiers
surrounding Iraqi villages In barbed wire.

see HEALTH, page 5

Pbssible Scam

Prof awarded for work with children

The JMU Department of Police and Public Safety
received a report of a possible telephone credit
card scam. A student reported that she received a call
from an unknown female representing a student VISA card.
The caller asked for personall Information sue»as her
social security number and dite of birth.The student felt
uneasy about giving the caller this information and ended
the call. If you feel that you may have been a victim
of this possible scam, call the JMU PD at x8-6911 to
Me • report.

Psychologist one of 11 named
'Outstanding Faculty'in Virginia

To protect your identity
from thieves:
If you receive a call from an unsolicited caller from an
unknown credit card company or Individual:
IDO NOT GIVE THE 1 ANY PERSONAL
INFORMATION, such as your toll name, social
security number or date of birth.
2

TRY TO OBTAINTHE NAME OFTHE CALLER,
•) A CALL BACK NUMBER ANDTHE FULL
NAME OFTHE COMPANY

3
-

IF YOU HAVE CALLER ID.RECORCTHE
PHONE NUMBER.

•

MAKE A REPORT OFTHE CALL TO EITHER
THE JMU PD (on campus) OR THE
HARRISONBURC PD (off campus).

4

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION VISIT THE PUMJC

SAFETY WEB

PACE AT: www.Jmu.edu/pubsofety.
MAW I HOVfM

BY COLLEEN SCHORN

staff writer
After years of service helping abused children, a JMU
professor was one of 11 recipients ol the TIAA-CREFF
Virginia Outstanding Faculty
Award for 2004.
Joann Grayson, a professor in
the psychology department, has
been involved in many organizations that help children.
"Dr. Grayson has a long and
distinguished career as a profes-

sor, clinical psychologist and as
an advocate for the welfare of
children," said Douglas Brown
provost and vice president for
academic affairs. "Her work in
preventing child and spousal
abuse has been nationally recognized. I am delighted that she
was selected to receive the
Outstanding Faculty Award."
According to JMU President
Linwood Rose in a Jan 21 picas
release, "Receiving a [Teachers
Insurance
and
Annuity
Association - College Retirement

Equities
Fund)
Virginia
Outstanding Faculty Award is
the highest honor that a college
or university professor can
receive in this state."
Joann Grayson personifies
the scholar-teacher who is dedicated to her students and to her
academic discipline," he said.
Grayson is editor of the
Virginia Child Protection
Newsletter, which has been
funded yearly since 1981 by a
grant from Virginia Social
Services. This publication is
distributed to 13,000 agencies
in Virginia, both out-of-state
and Internationally.
It has been used by the FBI,
other teachers, law enforce-

ment and in workshops to
educate about neglect and
abuse, according lot
"1 was interested in psychology because I was curious how the mind operates,"
'While I was working at Malcolm liliss Hospital
back in 1975 in Missouri, my
colleagues and I noticed that
half of the children in our
care had been mistreated in
the past. There wasn't much
known about it at the time to
I did some Bffdl and held
a workshop to inform
employees about child neglect and abuse."
seeHmKoTpagel

New group supports friends of assault victims
BY KRISTEN GREEN

senior writer
Educating students and
.insisting them to cope with sexual assault, rape and dating
violence, the Office ol Send
Assault Prevention has established support groups for primary and secondary victims erf
sexual assault.
The groups that currently
exist are the Sexual Assault
Sun ivors' Support Group, for
female survivors of sexual

assault, and the One in Four
Men's Group, an all-male
group on campus dedicated to
decreasing the incidences of
rape and sexual assault.
A new group has been
formed — the Friends of
Survivors' Support Group —
which is a «vondary group for
men who an? friends or family
members of a victim of sexual
assault, according to the OSAPs
Web site, www.jmu.tdu/assaultprev/Sufyort.9html.
"The secondary groups are

being developed for young
men who have sisters, friends
and girlfriends who were raped
or sexually assaulted, and are
looking for ways to deal with
their feelings" said Hillan
Wing-Richards, associate director of the OSAP and the
Women's Resource Center.
The Friends of Survivors'
Support Group allows young
men to sit and vent with other
young men so they can know
how to talk to the victim and
offer her support, according to

Wing-Richards, Secondary
groups are in the works, as
soon as four or five men want
to start the group, sht
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POLICE LOG
BY LAI KEN Mr K \i
pnlh e log reporter

Pi Sigma ppsilon, a national coed business fraternity, is having
an inforination.il meeting in lavloi 1 lall. tOOOt WI2 al 730 p.m.

Student Orn.ini/.ilion Ni);hl i- in the ( ,>ll<w ( i-nt.-r C .r.UHl
K»llriH»m trom 5 ti'* pm

Phi Chi Theta, a profession.il business Iratemity, is ha\ mg ,ui
mformahon.il meeting in AineShinvker Hall mom 101 at 7 p.m.

A JMU student reported an

Jan. 22 at 6 p.m. The subject

entitled "Straightening Men ami W man Si aring l • into a
i landat In rha USA InOtafM StovaD Ihaatntal 7 p.m.

Harmony, |ML"s Gay, I oshi.in. Bisexual and Transgender
organization is tuilding ifs v\ivkl\ Tuesday meeting in Taylor
Hall roam 305,atft30pjr

An iiuonnative . rash COUIM on thr donocnaaC primary process
>'iititl»r TKIMAK1 II'VIK! will iv at C hawrs Kcstauranton
Port Kcpuhlic Road at 7 p.m.

Wednesday, Jan. 28

OPINION
House editorial

26 - WEDNESDAY. JAN. 28. 2004

[he \ UUng Scholars Pmgr.im pn-MTlv K.ibert Minor, professor
of Religious Studies at the Unh trait) ol Kansas, in a lecture

unknown subtect near the third
lloor shower area of Hanson Hall
was described as a white male
with shaggy, medium-length
black hair, about 18 or 19 years
old. and wearing a dark or navy
hooded sweat shirt or |acket.

Up 'til Dawn is raising funds for St. |ude Children's Research

LEISURE

I'i 9gma I psilon. a national. IH\I business fraternity, is having
an mtormatioiwl meeting in Taylor Hall, room 402. at 730 p.m.

Crossword
Horoscopes

Ho~pit.il al RTs Chickm & (Irflk from 2 to 8 p m and at the

In other matters, campus police

McDonald's on South Main Street fmm S to 8 pm lln. el nil

report the following:

onguialK was scheduled for Jan. 21. A piirtum of the sales will
Abigail Pack will perform in a faculty recital in the Music
Building, room 108.at 8 p.m. lor information contact Sue Baylor
.ii K8-34BL

FOCUS
Madison Connection

be donated to the hospital to help children battle catasmtphie

Distribution of Marijuana

diseases. I or information contact I rk at u\llke2fi.

Phillip T Naquin, 18, of Oakhill,
was arrested and charged for

STYLE

I'hi t In Ihrta, a professional business trati'rnitv. is having an

Cell phones in class

informational muling in Zane Showkei I lall, mom 108, at 8 p.m.

The Music Library is having 'The MUM, lTub." a monthly
lunchtime .iiscussHMl ot musi.al u(-rks b\ ( h.irles \\\< "The

SPORTS
Women's swim meet
Gymnastics vs. Rutgers

The Student Government Association will hold acam>

An unknown person(s) used a

puswidc Parking I onim in the IX Ballroom al 7 p.m.

powder fire extinguisher to spray
into the bottom slot of a vending

Pond" and "Sonata No. 3 for violin and piano,'' in Modular
Cottage 10from 11:30am to 12 Til pjn lor information ii-.it
iwu\lib.iinu.?iUi/musicfymi>uilitbMni.

On the sidelines

Hall Jan 20 at 10:01 p.m.
Property Damage

Tuesday, Jan. 27

Tech talk

distribution of marijuana in Eagle

room 236, at 7:30 p.m.. For information contact Allison at
innirclayOyahooxoni.

College Cooking 101
Improv Bowl V

Relay lor I Ife i- having a team captain's meeting in ISAT,

machine in Chesapeake Hall Jan
Submitting events to the
DUKE DAYS

Residml Ail\ bar applications for 2lKH-'05 are due by noon.
Applications may be filled out online Ihe ( Xhce of Residence
Lite invites students to visit http://uv0.jimifiiu/rvslife to find
Out information about KA positions

17 at 2:05 a.m.

Events Calendar
A JMU student reported an

, at nukiiiflm two days prior to the a
you would like your .
,• try to

unknown person(s) damaged the
lender of a car in P Lot between

iiinii the event description to no mon' than 50 words.

Jan. 18 at 2 am. and Jan. 19 at
12:30 p.m.

CHRIS LABZDA/

FUN FACT
Taking advantage of
UREC's climbing watt,
senior Katie Pazdan
and sophomore
Conrad Bishop scale
to new heights during
a belay and climb

WEATHER

<m

Today
Wintry Mix

Tuesday
Snow Showers
39/22

Thursday
Partly Cloudy
4*33

Wednesday
Partly Cloudy

Friday
Rain/Snow

30/26

47/22

CONTACT INFORMATION

MARKET WATCH
«s of dose en FrrJer. Jan 23.2004

DOW JONES

AMEX

-54.89

+ 1.51

dose 10568.29

dose 1220 27

Mailinq .radrrss
The Breeze
Gl Anmony-Seeger Hal
MSC6805
James Madison Urnversiry
Hamsonburg. Virginia 22807
Phone: 1540)568-6127 Fas: (540) 568-6736
E-Mail address: Ihe txeezeQtmu edu
Breeze Net: wrp/%wwmeen»ezeivo

SAP 500

+ 4.86

-2.39

close 2123 87

dose: 1141 55

appeared to have been made by

Bookkeeper
Susan Shifltett

Section phone numbers
Style »8-3151
irMOti
Opinovfocus .8-3846
Soon* x8-6709
PtloloS3raprsc» .86749

Re'X'e

»VK:'II>S'S'.

ReceettoneM

a BB or pellet.

A Holstein COW'S spots
are like a fingerprint
or a snowf lake:
no two COWS have
exactly the same

Number ol drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25: 51
Number ol parking tickets issued
between Aug 25 and Jan. 22:
16,279

pattern of spots.

MISSION

Tfle Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed
Biiougr.out James Madison University and the local Hamsonburg community.
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Drew Wilson, editor

a window in Hoffman Hall Jan. 23
at 1:42 a.m. The small hole

workshop Friday
night. Many of these
workshops will be
offered throughout
the semester.

High 31 Low 22

An unknown subject(s) damaged

of the Day

The Breeze, the
student-run newspaper
of James Madtson
University, serves student and faculty readership by reporting
news involving the
campus and local
community The
Breeze strives to be
Impartial and fair in its
reporting and firmly
believes in its First
Amendment nghts

ADVERTISING STAFF
Ads Manager
Lauren Kmelski
Assistant Ads
Manage.
MattLastier
Ad Executives:
KrlstenEgan
Sieve Doherty
RyanFegan
Elizabeth Hamner
Jaaajoi LsjplaN

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified: Come to

Classifieds
Manager

The Breeze office weekdays between 8
am and5pm.

Bnana Mills

■ Cost: S3 00 tor the first 10 words. $2

Ad Designers:
Beverly Kitchens
Laa Marietta
JoanMasaaro

for each ado^onal 10 words; boxed

James Matarese
Jess At„xto ir I

issue, noon Tuesday lor Thursday issue.

classified, $10 per column inch
■ Deadlines noon Friday tor Monday
■ Classifieds must be patd in advance
n The Breeze office.

Get Ready for Spring Break!
Candie's Spa

433 3322

conwoiunvuya
■ulairi mfc
(AeroM from SheMi)

JAMES UCHONE

VvafcxH Doonce from
SunChMt. Scon* Gilo. BkM SKSJ*
Poiomen S ChenpeeV*

*K»*vonD«*.

antique

jewelry

Profpsiionjl
HAIHSTYUNG -TANNING • NAILS • DAY SPA * MASSAGE

'W/ienjMU buys its engagement rings.
10 Tanning Visits for
Shampoo A Haircut

$10 and get 6

i 12.00

Perms $30

75 Court Square, •Marrisonburg
(Vifat to •BanfjJf America)
433-1833

more FREE
Facial Waxing

I0XOFF

$6.00
Highlights

$35.00

Retail Products

CONTROL
'7
CELLULITE

University Eyecare
r. Franklin A. Cerrone, O.D.
Comprehensive Eye Exams • Treatment & Management of Eye Disease
i Contact Lens Evaluations • Refractive Laser Surgery Management
I

LotC Inches
and ( illtilii)
KiHlrniiuliiyM

\

U

10% OFF
Grand Opening Specif

20l.»-«.Hrwn<>lr Slrrrl
Ottaktc

Itjmi-iiiliHik pi,
Phssk b , fa Hb)
!»ii..rn-„,i,„n

IIK-

540.434.3886

The First sad Only FDA approved Ollulltt Rrductlon Taerapy la the U.S.; Is here la Harrisonburg!

Walk-ins Welcome
10% Discount on professional service and eyewear
to JMU students & faculty with JAC card
Located next to Wal-Mart
in Harrisonburg Crossing
(540) 433-7341

Choose from over
200 frame styles
and 2000 fabrics

lOU!

Mon & Fn 9

Sat 9 - 3

_

rv

g-

Only Raw Bar in Harrhonbura
Catering Available

ICome Down For s0.

!r%1m

Tor All The Things That You Are!"

la Pric.

Appetizer Menu

Daily 4-9 pm
Huge Sandwich Menu

Tue.Jan 27thCoryTinkham

Fri.Jan 30thLeon Milmore

Fresh Burgers
Hotdogs
Chicken
PoBoy
Ham&Turkey. and more...
Wings- 2S« each Mon&Thurs
eat in only

Jimmy '

Salads
Vegetarian Dishes

Every

Fresh fish and steak
Tuesday crablegs

Basie Chair

Coco Chair &
Ottoman

2475 S. Main, Harrisonburg
Behind Pizza Hut
houseofoak.com
432-1383

(.

T-Th 9 - 5

I0.99/Ib
M

Wed Oysters
5.00/ Doz
VVtarSllwraoKiu^
,nWS*llam.Ja<n

31-9674

SEAFOOD BAR

&

GRILL

MONDAY, JAN.

Pretty panties

NEWS

With their economy improving,
Chinese citizens wear more
fancy underwear,
see story below

AROUND
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sasurable
on-oriented
ealistic
ime-stamped

New environmental
Business Club meets

PRIMARY FEVER! offers
primaries 'crash course*
HARRISONBURG
—
Sponsored by Clartmffiy.org,
PRIMARY FEVER! will take
place today at 7 p.m. at
I hlien Restaurant on Port
Republic Road.
Ihe event is an "informal
and informative crash course
on the l>TnixT.itic I'rvsidential
Prim.irii's." ACCORttns to a
ClarkiMlUy.org press release.
Speakei priM-ntaboas will
OOVtf what's new in this ekvtton, and why Virginia matters
in the national spectrum.
Voliinuvrs tn>m JMU's political
science department will be on
hand to answer questions.
I or more information
contact l.aura Taalman,
Clarkvalley.org organizer,
at 442-8800.

WVPT receives grant
for Kids' Book Festival
HARRISONBURG
—
WVIT,
Virginia's Public
Television, received a $10,000
grant from the RR Donnelley
Foundation to fund the station's Kids' Book Festival to be
held May 1 in Harrisonburg.
David McCree. vice president of manufacturing at RR
Donnelley's Harrisonburg
plant, patented VyVPT with
the clieck. The grant fn>m the
Foundation will help continue
the festival as a free event
designed to increase communit\ awareness of the importance
of early learning and to facilitate the develi ipment of literacy
skills in voting children.
In 203.1, WVITs Kids' Book
Festival pmvided a free book
aiul rnv.htiviiii-.foi more than
^children.

Despite bad feelings,
euro is still increasing
FRANKFURT, Germany
fife Wmhlnghm PMU — The
euro Is rising at a time when
then- an' bad tivlmgs among
some Europeans over the
Stabitttj an.I Growth Pact,
the 1SN7 agrevnu-m that functions as the constitution of
the eum. A key provision of
the agreeim nt is that membsf .ountrn's keep budget
dafidal tit 3 utueill of their
gross domestic pmduct.

in Germany, c bsneelloi
(.irli.inl S, liroodi'r's government has pu-hi-J through tax
cuts to revive the economy.
But, the cuts also will bring
the (.erman detail to about 4
per.i'nl this MSf I r.iivc also
img beyond the limit-. I lu- two countries Into
retually risked being fined
billions ot euros.

ROBERT SMITH

Boston University associate general counsel
SOS ICOfy DSlOW

Reach your goal Seminar teaches ways to success

The
ninth
Uplands
Archaeology In the East
Symposium will draw profesHontl md imawniriirnannln
gists (mm Alabama to New
York to JMU Friday through
Sunday, Feb. 6 to 8, to report
Undines, share techniques
and ponder the importance of
archaeology focused on
mountainous regions.
Forty-nine archaeologists are expected to present papers at the symposium in the College Center
Grand Ballroom.
People who are interested in mountain history will
lOVC IhaM p.ipers," said corv
feranci orgmiar Carole
Nash, assistant professor of
anthropology at JMU.

MTHE

"We're not going to spend a lot of
money fighting the record industry..."

Students get S.M.A.R.T. when setting new goals

Archaeologists to than
findings, techniques

The
Environmental
Business Quo springs brio
action with its first spring
•smulu meeting today at
8:30 p.m. in Zane Showker
Hall, room 102.
The club focuses on how
IHIMIU'SS and the environment can coexist. If unable
to make it to the meeting,
go to its table at Student
Orgini/ation Night or e-mail
•■",>irobi:iimi@iiahoo.com.
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BY KATIK CHIRGOTIS

contrihuiinx writer
Teaching students how to set and
keep their goals, the Unlvertit]
Recreation Center hosted a "How
Setting Goals are the Key to Success"
seminar Jan. 22.
Veronica Whalen, graduate assistant for fitness and nutrition at UREC,
explained a series of successful goalsetting steps, named S.M.A.R.T.
She said goals are particularly
important to college students because
"if you don't learn how to set goals
now, when you get into the real
world, it can be difficult."
The S.M.A.R.T. method of achieving goals is applicable to anything in
hit- since it puts a person on the right
track toward achieving his or her
goals, according to Whalen The benefits of this are clarified expectations,
increased performance and in

motivation, she said.
Whalen used a fitness-based approach
in her seminar, drawing from her own life
experience of training for a half-marathon.
Whalen described the S.M.A.R.T.
steps and how they will help individuals reach their goals.
The "S" stands for specific. Whalen
wanted the participants to ask themselves why their goal is important,
what its achievement will mean and if
they are doing it for someone else
rather than themselves. Whalen also
said not to use broad guidelines and
to personalize the goal.
The "M" is for measurable because a
goal needs something to be measured
against. One should keep a log on the
progression, current status and feelings
one has in undertaking one's goal.
The "A" stands for action-oriented. Whalen stressed a right mind-set:
see GOALS, page 4

China experiences lingerie revolution
Lacy bras
make their
debut in
West China
BY CHINC-CHING NI

Los Angeles Times
Sun Yianxiang took nor
daughter to buy her first bra in
a department store when the
teenager was in high school
There were plenty of choices.
Sun, however, didn't even
know what a real bra looked
tike until she was almost 40.
"Our idea of a bra was a cotton tank top or siwnething we
would sew ourselves out of a
piece of plain fabric," said Sun,
now 50 and a department store
executive in Inner Mongolia.
"Some of us would cut a scoop
or V-neck into it. That would be
considered fancy."
It wasn't until 1993 that
she saw a lacy contraption
with bright colors and underwire support during a business trip to the trendsetting
southern city of Shenzhen,
among the first areas to open
to foreign influence.
"I'd never seen anything
like it before," Sun said. "I
thought it had to be the most
beautiful thing in the world. I
just had to buy it."
In the West, some see hemlines as an indicator of how
the economy is doing — the
higher the hem, the better the
times. In China, it's the

( H!N(i CUING NW^H Angeles Time*
Workers Inspect brat at Qlngdao Nannan's factory In eastern China. U.S. restrictions on Chinese textile Imports
have forced the company to lay off 17 percent of Its staff.
brassiere drawer.
"Underwear development
in China went hand in hand
with our country's economic
development," said Song
Yuhui, the new product development manager for Aimer,
China's biggest domestic bra
maker. "Before, the only thing
on the market wen? simple
bras made of thin white cotton.

Women accepted it because
they didn't know any better.
"Today, as people's purchasing power grew, women
are accepting the idea that
underwear can match outfits,
different colors are good for
different seasons, what you
wear to a party amid be different from what you wear to
bed," she said. "But, it took us

RIAA files 532 more lawsuits
BY BRITTANY LAWONN

The Daily Free Press
The Recording Industry
Association of America filed
532 lawsuits Wednesday for
violating copyright laws by
illegally distributing music
over the Internet.
The lawsuits wen.1 filed
without named defendants
because of a December ruling by the United States
Court of Appeals in the
District of Columbia that
stopped the RIAA from
subpoenaing Internet service providers for file sharers' names before filing
lawsuits. The new lawsuits
are an attempt by the KIAA
to force Internet service
providers to release the
names by simply suing
unnamed users with their
Internet protocol addresses,
said Robert Smith, BU's
associate general counsel.
"They filed what we call
'|(»hn Doe' or |ane Doe' suits,
and the law permits you to do
that when you know th.it
someone is liable to vou for
stwnethmg, but you're not sure
Who it is," Smith said. "Then
in the context of that law, you
can issue a subpoena to the
Internet service provider."
Badl "John Doe" is iden-

tified by his or her Internet
protocol address, a series of
numbers and decimals that
identifies each computer on
the Internet.
"They don't even know
who they've sued — they
only know an Internet IP
address," Smith said. "But,
they also know that the IP
address comes out of Verizon
Wireless, COMCAST, Boston
University or any number of
Internet service providers."
Smith said while larger
companies such as Verizon
Wireless and COMCAST
may choose to appeal the
subpoenas and try to protect their customers from
the recording industries,
BU will not.
"We're not going to spend
a lot of money fighting the
recording industry — we're
going to tell them who you
are," he said.
The ISPs will be issued
subpoenas within the next
two weeks and will have the
option of either surrendering
the usemames or rejecting the
subpoenas. If the subpoenas
are rejected, the lawsuits will
go to the appeals court.
BU
junior
Maureen
Kellner said she does not
think the lawsuits an* .1 fair
appnwch to cutting down file

sharing because of the anonymous nature of the cases.
"I think that because then'
is so much money .it stake in
these cases and because the
RIAA probably already has a
plan off attack for these cases,
the least that amid be done is
to identify the people so they
can start to prepare for their
defense," she said.
But Smith said because
Verizon Wirek*ss has fought
back against RIAA subpoenas in the past, Ihe process
could take months before
reaching court.
"It is just the opening bill
of a game that will take weeks
and months to play out —
pos.ihh M its to plav out
because someone may appeal
it all the way to the U.S.
Supreme Court," he said
The RIAA filed 261 lawsuits in a Washington, D.C.,
COtirl in September. One
BU student was targeted in
the suits, but escaped
because what Smith called
.i tei hnical objection to the
subpoena" after | district
court ruled that the lawsuits were not applicable in
Massachusetts
because
they were not filed within
the state. But, Smith said
students may not r>e so
lucky this time.

some time to get to this point."
Until a recent trade dispute
between Washington and
Beijing ignited what the
Western media dubbed the battle of the bras, lew outside the
industry had noticed that, like
so many other things these
days, the bulk of the world's
production of women's underwear had moved to China. But,

even as sparks fly over whether
to use lingerie quotas to address
the more than SllO-bUIkm trade
surplus China enjoys over the
United States, another Chinese
cultural n-volution quietly is
taking shape.
Within years, China has
gone from being a source of
see CHINA, page 4

Playing for children

CHRIS I AR/DVvnmr/AMnKnfiArr

Student! participate In a three-on-three tournament
at UREC Friday and Saturday night. All proceed!
went to Up 'til Dawn, which raises money for St.
Jude'a Children's Hoar'-al.
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GOALS:
Students
learn new
life skills
GOALS, from page .i

make a plan, write it out
and post it where it is
easily visible. She also
encouraged participants
to get help from others
when needed.
The "R" is for keeping
the goal realistic. This
gives a higher chance at
success, according to
Whalen.
"Trying to do more
than you are capable of
could be dangerous," she
added. "When in doubt,
ask someone who is
knowledgeable."
The "T" stands for
time-stamped. Deadlines
with a rime table make procrastination less likely.
The seminar was summarized by the encouragement to "keep committed." This can come from
group support, Whalen
said. It is helpful to have
someone
hold
you
accountable, she added.
Also, when working
with other people, one
can offer incentives for
each other.
Students said they
learned many things
from this seminar
"You need to make an
exact time slot for your
goal," freshman Laura
Mustian said.
Senior Valeda Michael
said, "(It is important to]
learn a process of organizing your goals, because
it's important for efficiency, especially later in life
in the workplace."
Whalen mentioned the
availability of Nutrition
Analysts, as well as
Fitness Assessments and
Personal
Training
at
UREC — all of which can
be registered for at program registration. For
more information, contact
Annette Biggs at biggsax or
Whalen at whatenvl.
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CHINA: Bra industry booming
CHIN A. from page i

cheap labor for foreign lingerie companies to a formidable consumer of its own
feminine creations. A burgeoning bra industry has
moved with dazzling speed
to remove the bandage-like
cotton straps from the
national
wardrobe
and
replace them with Victoria's
Secret wannabes that are
changing the way Chinese
women dress and look.
The first to take advantage of
the fancy new undergarments
were working urban women
with thickening pocketbooks.
But, with prices for intimate
wear ranging from less than a
dollar in curbside markets to
more than S40 in fancy boutiques, just about any woman
can afford to indulge.
"My mother now owns more
expensive bras than I do," said
Sun's daughter I ju Rong, now 24
years-old and just beginninga job
at Aimer as a public relations officer (Her mother confessed she
easily pays morv than $38 for the
finest satin or embroidered
brassiere with matching panties.)
"When she was young, she didn't
have anything like that, so she
wants to make it up to herself."
The idea of the shapely
modern brassiere entered the
Chinese consciousness in the
1930s through Hollywood
movies. Until then, the
Chinese were used to women
concealing their curves. The
first bras sold in China came
by boat from France, then
Russian
immigrants
in
Shanghai built a reputation
by popularizing made-toorder styles.
But,
soon
after
the
Communist revolution in 1949,
lacy underwear, along with
silk stockings and permed
hair, was banished as part of a
forbidden lifestyle associated
with bourgeois materialism. A
whole generation grew up
ignorant of fashion.
The collapse of old taboos
has fueled a multibillion-dollar
industry that is growing by 20
percent a year. According to one
Chinese study, then* are now
more than 5,000 underwear producers around the country, with
a combined annual revenue of
about $6 billion. The industry is

expected to expand tenfold
within five years.
Such success was far from
assured a decade ago when
China's first domestic bra maker
began business Beijing-based
Aimer was a tiny neighborhood
operation assembling Japanesedesigned underwear for export
until orders dried up, and the
workers faced losing their jobs. A
young college graduate from a
steel academy who was fascinated by the underwire technology
of ladies' brassieres decided to
take the plunge and start his own
business by taking over what was
left of the little factory.

-44... Chinese women
knew next to
nothing about
bras.
—SongYuhui
product development manager

99 —
"He was the first Chinese person to want to make our own bra
with our own brand name,"
Yuhui said, referring to company
founder and chief executive
Zhang Rongrrung. "It was not
easy at the time because Chinese
women knew next to nothing
about bras. They saw it as something whose sole function was to
cover up the body. They didn't
know anything about stretch fabric, supporting wires, shape and a
sense of fashion."
Even the idea of shopping for
underwear turned most women
off. Simple as they were, bras usually were stocked like all other
consumer goods, from soy sauce
to socks, under glass counters
guarded by sales clerks who
cared little about service. There
was no reliable sizing system and
no way to try the garments on.
Sometimes women ran
into uncomfortable situations
when clerks tried to be helpful. One store in Shanghai
allowed sales ladies to grab
the customer's breast to help
determine size. A more discreet shop might hire an elderly woman to sit behind vel-

vet curtains to feel the customer before suggesting a
purchase.
Aimer produces ti00 million
undergarments a year with at
k'ast 200 styles and color variations based iwi an international
size chart. Its products fill entire
floors in department stores acniss
the country. Winwn can try them
on in private fitting nxims without unwanted touching.
Zhuang Fei has never seen a
Victoria's Secret catalog or
opened a newspaper filled with
Maidenform ads. For most of
her life, the worker at the
Qingdao Nannan factory hen1
on China's bustling east coast
had no idea that the cloth covering a women's chest could come
in so many sizes, styles and colors. Now, thousands of
brassieres go through her hands
every week before they are
shipped out of the country and
sold overseas
"We've made push-up bras
with thick padding good for
women with very small busts
and we've made extra-large
ones that are bigger than my
head. It's really very funny,"
said Zhuang, 23,- looking up
from a heap of pink seamless
Maidenforms. "before I started
working here, I rarely paid
attention to these things. Now,
when I go bra shopping, I
always try to find the most colorful ones and something that
looks like what we make here"
Chances are, she won't be
able to find the same ones. The
top brands at her factory,
where she inspects products
for stitching irregularities, are
Maidenform, Victoria's Secret
and Target brands. They are
much more likely to end up on
supermodel Tyra Banks than
on | Chinese seamstress who
makes about $3 a day.
Top-of-thc-Une bras sold in
China cost more than many
people in this largely rural
country make in a year.
"Nobody I know can afford
this kind of quality," said Zhang
Feng, 21, another assembly-line
worker at Qingdao Nannan, as
she zipped through a pile of
apple-green bras with her
sewing machine. "Anything that
looks like this would cost at least
$2.50 each. What I buy costs me
onlv 60 cents."

NEWS
WRITERS
MEETING
TODAY!
All old and new writers
asked to attend.
Time: 6 p.m.
Place: Basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall
*Will be discussing story
ideas, promotions and
editorial positions.
Can't make it?
Need directions?
Call x8-6699 or e-mail
breezenews@hotmaiI.cow

INTERESTED IN APPLVINQ FOR

EDITOR POSITION?

Stop by The Breeze open house Feb. 9 from 6 to 8p.m.
in the basement of Anthony Seeger to find out how

Questions? Call X8-6127
_

_
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EXPO: Study abroad options available GROUPS: OSAP
offers assistance

EXPO, fmn page 1
Representatives of the
programs were stationed at
each booth to answer students' questions, as well ,is
hand out brochures and
write down e-mail addresses
of interested students.
l-imont King, a Representative for Ghana's history prxvgram. thinks it is very important
to get information about the programs out to students.
"|MU is pretty wellknown for its international
programs, and this can only
help," King said.
Students were impressed
with the help the representatives

offered when asked questions.
"The [representatives] were
really friendly," Callear said.
"They talked to you as much as
you wanted."
The expo, hosted by JMU's
Office of International Programs,
had a large freshman turnout,
according to Judy Cohen, the
International
Internship
Program Representative.
"Ifs wonderful to sec the
number of [freshmen hen;),"
Cohen said. "Even if they aren't
ready to go just yet, they can
start arranging their course
schedule around it."
Svercl liked the intimate size
of the crowd at the expo.

"It was really nice that it
wasn't crowded here," Svercl
said. "We were able to talk to
pretty much every station."
Cohen felt trie size of the
turnout had both positive and
negative aspects.
"Obviously, we would like
to have a hill room," Cohen
said. "But, we are happy to have
the people who do come."
The expo room had a few
posters with pictures of previous trips, but mainly was
focused on handing out written information.
Dang liked the expo's organization, but felt the vfaual aspect
of the expo was lacking.

"They could have used
more eye-catching things,
like posters, and not just
pamphlets," Dang said.
Overall, students felt
the expo was helpful and
interesting.
"The people were nice, and it
is helping me figure out what I
want," sophomore Julie Sackett
said. She said her German history teacher said she should come
out to the event
For more information
about
International
Programs, visit its Web site
at umnv.jmu.edu/international,
or visit its office located at
1077 S. Main Si.

AWARD: Organization HEALTH: Hiccups
honors JMU professor cause of many things
AWARD, from page 1
Grayson moved to Virginia
and became a faculty member in
1976, although she said she
always has been more oriem.it.d
toward clinical sunlit
Grayson has testified before
the US. House of Representatives'
Select Subcommittee on
Education. She has made over 70
presentathxis to different agencies
regarding diild abuse prevenbm.
In ISfiO, she received a state
grant of $35,000, which was used
to fund 11 programs that different
ii'.in.u-; proposed.
"By having agencies propose
ideas, we were able to use all lhe
money efficiently because it went
directly into equipment and training," GrntonMH "Foreanpfe
some of it was used to help training for Child Protective Services;
some went into alcohol counseling and into starting meetings for
family members of alcoholics."
There wen' many people who
contributed to the success of these
programs, Grayson said.
"Without the help of students
tliere would be a lot less accomplished." she added. "Every
semester there are many students
who do the groundwork, and
they add a lot of enthusiasm to
our pmjects. There are a few students each semester who help
with hi newsletter, and every

year about 45 students sign up to
do 150 hours of service."
Grayson has supervised over
9,000 service hours in the past
year akme. "Students can tutor
and mentor foster children, speak
about preventing teenage pregnancies at local schools, aid at
Camp Kaleidoscope — a summer
camp for foster children — or
work at the Virginia Mennonite
Community with a program that
uses art for memory enhancement" Grayson said.
She said she meets with students in and out of class and helps
them with their field placement.
"This is not considered volunteer work; this is a service that
they must research for," she said.
"There is paperwork involved,
but they all do wonderful work.
This award belongs to the students and other people who are
involved in this work, too."
Aceremony was held to present the awards Wednesday.
In the press release, Gov. Mark
Warner stated, "It is because of
men and women like these that
Virginia boasts a higher educated
system that is the envy of the rest
of the United States, and indeed
the world. Our coUegcs and universities attract this outstanding
intellectual capital that makes
them economic engines for the
entire commonwealth."

HEALTH, from page!
ment of the diaphragm, the
muscle at the base of the lungs,
followed by rapid closure of
the vocal cords, according to
Yahoo's health Web ate.
The causes of hiccups
include indigestion, irritation
of the diaphragm, alcoholism,
certain cerebral lesions or hysteria, according to the 1981
Tiber's Cyclopedic Medical
Dictionary."
"A spoonful of sugar calms
the [gastrointestinal] track,"
Jaynes said.
Babies get hiccups often
because of the amount of air
they intake while nursing,
according to Jaynes. Jaynes
also said a fetus will hiccup in
order to strengthen the
diaphragm muscle and prepare it for breathing once it is
out of the womb.
Myths also circulate that
someone who has the hiccups
is growing. Jaynes said this
may be a common belief
because younger children have
hiccups more frequently than
adults, as a result of relative
anatomy, the size of their stomachs and other organs.
"When children drink soda,
it expands in the stomach,
which applies pressure to the
diaphragm," Jaynes said.

According to the medical
dictionary, if hiccups are prolonged, they may cause serious
problems.
Conditions that can cause
chronic hiccups include liver
disease, a stomach ulcer,
inflammatory bowel disease,
kidney disease, lung diseases
including cancer, heart attack,
psychological disturbances
and certain medications.
Yahoo's health Web site
said to treat persistent hiccups,
a health care pmvider may perform gastric lavage, which is
the massaging of the carotid
sinus in the neck. Doctors also
can prescribe antibiotics for
serious cases.
"One of my colleague's
husbands had hiccups for three
days," said Ann Simmons,
coordinator of health education and wellness programs.
"He was in a lot of pain, and
eventually was prescribed a
medication to get rid of them "
According to Dr. Michael
Alexiou, surgeon of the head
and neck, ear, nose and
throat, hiccups can be inhibited when carbon dioxide is
high in the blood. He suggests rebreathing in a paper
bag, eating bread or holding
one's bream, which increases
carbon dioxide in the blood.

GROUPS, from page 1
deal with them.
"Emotiims. like anger especially, come up with male secondary
survivors and, to date, there really
haven't been any resources available on this campus for this population," he said. "We thought it
would be a good idea to provide
access for secondary survivors as
wed. This group is also open to
male survivors."
Many men originally may be
hesitant about pining groups like
these because they may feel that it
is "'unmanly' to have to lean on
others for support," Khawaja said.
"This, howe\er, is not the case,
and most men who have joined
secondary support groups do find
incredible amounts of personal
courage and strength after becoming members, and also learn how
to be a better friend to the survivor
of rape or sexual assault.''
Members arc free to come and
go as they please, but active and
continued participation is encouraged by the OSAP, as it facilitates
the group process. Any male interested in joining the Friends of
Survivors' Support Group can em.iil Khawaja at htmmjsa or call
the OSAP at x8-3407, ext 3.
The last thing a survivor
needs is to be told what to do —
instead, she needs compassion
and somebody to listen and
understand her, according to
Wing-Richards. All information is
kept confidential, with members
being asked to sign a contract not
to discuss any information from
their groups. Meetings are held in
confidential locations.
"Since 98 to 99 percent of
members of the group have
been victimized and are
scared, it offers them a comfort
zone," she said.
The Sexual Assault Survivors'
Support Group is specifically for
women who are survivors of sexual assault. The group provides
an opportunity to grow through
listening and si wring experiences
related to sexual assault and the
healing process, according to
DeLani Holmberg. graduate
assistant for the OSAP and the
WRC, and a co-facilitator for the
Sexual
Assault
Survivors'
Support Group.
"Knowing that you are not

akme and having a sale and confidential environment to address
issues encountered by survivors
of sexual assault arc very powerful aspects of thus particular type
of group," she said. "Trie locations
and times of the meeting an1 only
given to the group rnembers. It is
an open group, so new members
are welcome throughout the
school year."
According to Christine
Spilman, assistant coordinator for
the OSAP and the WRC, what a
support group can offer to an individual dealing with a sexual
assault experience Is that she is
with other people who have experienced similar situations.
"It helps survivors to feel that
they are not alone," she said. "The
Sexual Assault Sun-ivors' Support
Group is for people who may be
dealing with a sexual assault situation or who may have been
involved in | situation in the
past," she said.
Those interested in becoming involved in the Sexual
Assault Survivors' Support
Group, can contact Holmberg
at hotmbedm or x8-3407, ext. 2
or Spilman at wucrthcx.
Although gnxips start at the
beginning of the semester, individuals can fin at any point during the year, according to WingRichards. She said that some only
attend a meeting or seek counseling once and never irtum to the
OSAP — and that, nationally, less
than 2 percent of sexual assault
victims report the incident.
"I let (those who come to us]
know their options — criminal,
judicial, medical, counseling with
me or another staff member, a
support group — 1 haw a list that
I go down and check off to make
sure that 1 don't miss anything
and ask them, 'Which option
sounds site to you?"' she MU
Students can become involved
with the OSAP the WRC or One
in Four by stopping at Warren
Hall, room 404, or participating in
one of the OSAPs various projects, such as the Clothesline
Project Take Hack the Night or
calling the office at x8-3407.
Students also can learn more
about sexual assault support
groups on the Web at
innv.jm ufdu/a&tiuttprvp.

Study Abroad Information Session
Wednesday, January 28th, 2004
For more information about JMU Summer
Programs, you can attend one or more of
the following information sessions.

■

im

Taylor 304
9:00-9:45 am
4:00-4:45 pm

Kenya Summer Program
Kenya Summer Program

situation at-JMUfl inalK \ on ha\c a chance

Taylor 306
9:00-9:45 am
10:00-10:45 am
11:00-11:45 am
12:00-12:45 pm
2:00-2:45 pm
3:00-3:45 pm
4:00-4:45 pm

Summer in Honduras
Summer in Ghana
Summer in Argentina
May in Guatemala
Summer in Trinidad and Tobago
Summer in London
May in Guatemala
Taylor 405

9:00-9:45 am
10:00-10:45 am
11:00-11:45 am
12:00-12:45 pm
1:00-1:45 pm
3:00-3:45 pm
4:00-4:45 pm

Summer in Eastern Europe
Psychology in Italy
Writing in Ireland
International Internships
Writing in Ireland
Summer in Eastern Europe
International Internships

Pr;RaI!n-v>ni
Instead of neiim anur\ that \ ou uot a ticket, or
that \ ou can't llnd a space, conic learn, and do
something about it! Visit sLia.imii.edii for more
information]
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The students have the option of coming
clean by purchasing actual sleds and putting
an end to theii involvement in the sinister
underworld of tray pilfering.
MC

house editorial, kotow

Open-mindedness is a necessary
component for all the participants in a productive discussion.

OPINION
HOUSE

JONATHAN KELLY

junior
MO

column, below

EDITORIAL

Slide down slopes on sleds, students need not steal trays
Once more, Dining Services, which garnered a No. 18
— in the country ranking for best college food, has come
up with a brilliant new concept. This time it steps outside
the realm of food to a new marketing venture — PC
Dukes now is selling two different types of saucer sleds,
which can be purchased for $5 and $10 at the register.
One of the best parts is that these sleds can be purchased using Dining Dollars, FLEX and cash. That's
right, Dining Dollars — the Monopoly money of the
campus' monetary system. Instead of putting Dining
Dollars on JAC cards, it should come in the form of
orange, pink and blue dollar bills.
This was a brilliant marketing idea. PC Dukes wins on
every level of game. The obvious reason for the sale of sleds
at PC Dukes is an effort to stymie the theft of dining trays to
be used as sleds on the slopes of 1SAT and on other areas of
JMU's hilly campus. Actual sleds are a much better alternative to trays, which honestly don't cut the cake.
By selling sleds, PC Dukes can cut down on the theft of
these trays. If students continue to steal trays, PC Dukes has
grounds to hold it over their heads because it provided them
an alternative. The students have the option of coming clean
by purchasing actual sleds and putting an end to of their
involvement in the sinister underworld of tray pilfering.
Not only does this new idea cut down on the theft of
sleds, but PC Dukes also can turn a profit on the days preceding a wintery weather forecast. The sleds yield a minimal profit, while helping to deplete students' Dining
Dollars or FLEX accounts.
The money spent on sleds also is money not spent
on food — food that has the potential to spoil and lead
to a overall loss. The sleds don't spoil so there is no
margin for loss based on a food order that wasn't covered by student consumption.
So, as you stealthily plan a cleverly orchestrated diversion for escaping the grasp of Dining Services employees
with your tray, consider coming out of the darkness by
buying your own space saucer. Step into the light, my
friend, and onto the slope.

■ To Talk of Many Things

Open-mindedness key
to discovering truth

E-mail darts and pars la bm/rdpC" holmail.com
Dans St Pals an submitted anonymously and printed an a spaceavailable basts. Submissions an? based utstm one person s opuuon of a
gisrn situation, person or esrnl and do not necessarily- reflect the truth.

BOdl person 1- attempting to

JonathanKelly
I \

IT\

day thnwgh the nuxiia

ot print journalism and broadcast
news, there is a wide dissemina-

Pat-

tkm of opinion that is meant to

Dart...
A ''the-world-could-usv-a-rvw-motv-pcople-like-you" pat tit the girl who found my cell
phone at the bus stop and went to a great deal
of tn»uhle to get it back to me.
From an absent-minded senior wlto needs to
worry more about the little things rather than
his senior tliesis.

A "please-keep-your-racial-ignoranceto-yourself" dart to the seashell-wearing
Philistine who preached that entire races of
people are condemned.

From a nauseated bystander wlio think" that
people should be nidged by their actions and not
by their race or religion.

A "why-don'l-wc-tie-yiiu-nakcd-hva-trei?and-lenve-you-out-in-the-ciild" dart to a certain Frisbcc player.
From a dog-loving senu.it girl wlto Itappenal
to walk by Hillside field during your Frisbee
game and spot your pooch lied to a tree in
below-frrezing weather.

Pat-

A "we-owe-you-one" pat to the
delightful girls of Pheasant Run who
made sure we had a ride out there and
a ride home Saturday night.

From four sophomores guys who apywcuitc
aoohttm trie wait for the bu> on night" that §n
too cold to think straight.

ideas expressed by the other
conversationalists

from the conflict in Iraq to prescription dnig coverage to trade
policy attract numenius opinkms

that takes place in the conversationalists is the new compre-

in Ihc op-ed pa>;i-- and the political exchange shows

pmon are Irving to say

When
many
dittcicnt
tlvoughts on public affairs an-

A "you-saved-our-bumpers" pat to the
guy who stopped to sec if his bungee cords
could tug our car out of a ditch Friday night.
From two terrified senior girb wrio can't quite
explain how their car became suspended at a railroad crossing for two hours.

Our political culture thrives
on the exclunge ot opinion concerning public aitaus thai atlix h
our country and the world. The
political and institutional Inundations of the American mpublic
arv grounded in tiie free distributvm of (pinion
Therefore, it is wry imporlant for people to engage in
substantive discussion about

Dart..

how best to shape public poli-

A "you-give-smokers-a-bad-name"
dart to the girls smoking right outside
of the front doors to IS AT where it
clearly says to smoke elsewhere.
From a nonsmoking student who
knows smokers are tired of the
tion, but thinks you are just bringing it
on yourselves.
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Cheryl Lock
Brad Richard*
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Photo editor
Photo editor
Art Director
Graphics editor
Webmaster
Online editor
Advisers

Laura Dean
Kriity Nicolich

The (HOC rdiit *ul reflect* the opinion '* *rw ejiiun.il
kwrd *»4 whole, and* urn* necruarily ihc aptnk ■
individual naff member of The Hr«rr

1
true conversation nxjum-s ihange because'
i .i» h pmon involved should be
able to COOIpnhead differing
ideas m ,1 wa\ he or she did not

cornpeehtnd on\ loualy
The key challenge is for all
the parti, ip.inls to be willing to
listen to ,\i\\.i consider the ideas
being expn'ssed, even those
with which the) ma\ disagree.
If. in a iliscussion, each
pei son simply states his own
opinion in a dogmatic manner without taking the time to
COmidtf the ideas of others,
then the participants mink
ne engaging in verbal the-

Many ideas m many different
areas deserve serious explo-

tion.

It becomes

impossible

ration. To do s*«, it is useful to

tof 1 hange to occur in peoples thoughts or feelings

examine the art of conversa

about ideas if thev c lose their

tion and how it should be utilized to achieve a civil explo-

minds and convince them-

ration ot ideas

lor beneficial

discussion to flourish, it is funthat

people

who

sary component for all the par

Ullor
Managing editor
Ads manager
News editor
News editor
Asst. news editor
Opinion editor
Style editor
Asst style editor
Focus editor
Sports editor
Ami. sports editor
Copy editor
Copy editor

hension ol whatever ihe other

ater, not good-faith OOfWtrM

engage in it be open-minded.
Open-mindedness is a neces-

EDITORIAL POLICY

(he change

cy to serve the general wwn

damental
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walk away from the discussion
with l new appn-ciation ot the

rek-vant topes. Subjects ranging

beneficial for conversation on
these affairs to lx- undertaken.

Pat...

part in the conversation should

make as think about important,

brought out into the open, it is

Dart...

convey i-- necessary.
In this way. people taking

sel\ es that thev already know
how the world works.
The parti, ipants ma conversation MV m>t n\]uircd to change
their ideas and opinions about
topics, although certainh

this

ticipants in a pnxJuctive dis. us

can happen.
What should
change is then appreciation of

sion. This trait is needed in order
to carry out an underlying pur-

the ideas expressed bv their Ulow conversationalists

pose of mutual discourse. The

When people engage in a dis
cussion and come ,m,n with a

word "conversation" has the
same nxvt as the term "convert"

new underpinning ol why oth-

(raaica Taylor

—

This

ers teel as thev do on the matter

Marc Choi

implies that, in conversation,

discussed, they have changed

then- is an expectation of change
on the part of all participants

Ihonmrw in a poeUve wav

Change is created bv the OmUPM
of open-mindedness exhibited

al stindpint, pttpk- are nTnind-

Kevin Marinak
Patrick Smith
Rip IV Luca
Alan Necktiwit*
David Wendelken

"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses,
the world is indebted for all the triumphs which
have been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppresskni."
, — Ja.aes Madison
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participants to arrive at an
understanding of what each

The fruit of this dafOOUTM l>
genuine contribution to the

other is thinking A mutual
understanding among the par

service of drm.xM.v,

dopants about the ideas that

possess some of

tnosc aspects in their ideas
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"/ bet a friend that if
Cincinatti lost a
basketball game lie'd
have to drink waffle

"I bet this girl that slie
wouldn't run darn
tlie street naked and
she did it to get my
hamburger."

batter."

Scott Pettit

Donell Owens

sophomore, ini'l. affairs

junior, sociology

*
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"I bet tlie Redskins
would beat the
Cowboys and, when
I lost, I had to wear a
pink dress to class."

"Ibet my friend $100
I that he wouldn't jump
off a 20 foot drop into
[ a bush. He did and
broke hk ankle, but 1
paid him."

campus
SPOTLIGHT

Christian Barmoy

Casey Sisson

junior, geography

senior, political science

Amy PMenonl/Mnior phatafraphfr

What is the most outrageous bet you've ever made?

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
ECP decision deserves
greater coverage than
death of student
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to the
column titled "Fmergency contraceptive pills continue to take the
field in a game without any real
winners" by Brian Goodman in
the Jan. 20 issue of The Breeze.
Goodman took umbrage with
The Breeze for delegating only a
small section of the front page to
announce the death of senior
Kevin Eckcrman, while allotting
four-fifths of the page to the
Board of Visitors' reversal on the
emergency contraceptive pill
decision.
Let us all keep things in perspective, here. The death of
Kevin Eckerman was indeed
very tragic, and very devastating.
I should know; I was his
domestic life partner
As I go day by day wondering
how I am supposed to live my
future without the man I've
loved for six years, I wonder how
Goodman can assume to take
offense in Eekerman's name, not
having not known him at all.
Eckerman was a dedicated
activist in the name of humanity
and justice. He did not understand
why victims of sexual assault
would be denied emergency contraception at their own campus'
University Heath Center.
He did not understand why a
Colitically motivated Board of
isitors, led by Mark Obenshain.

had any right to deny any woman
the power over her own body. Let
us remember that Kevin Eckerman
marched alongside Student Body
President LevarStoney last spring
in protest of the board's ban on
ECPs; he marched alongside junior Krissy Schnebel.
Every day, Kevin wrote letters to our country's leaders
and signed petitions — such as
the SGA's petition signed by
2,700 JMU peers to reinstate the
sale of ECPs at the Health
Center, which Goodman so
casually discounted.
Kevin fought social injustices
»|uiftlv and with vigor, just like he
did avtrything in nis life. Kevin
fought while everyone else
around him was content in their
apathy
In fact, Kevin would be
appalled to know his passing
was on the front page of the
school newspaper while there
were still corporations exploiting workers in other nations,
racial inequity, corrupt politicians, people with no voices and
women with no power.
Yes, Kevin's death left a great
void in the world
It left one less person willing to
act on the courage of his convictions. Let us all please remember
that life does continue, and that
we are responsible for the injustices that, should we remain silent,
we allow to grow.
Kevin's voice is now silent.
Take up yours and sing.
Lisa Ha
senior, psychology

%

Converse:
Students' differ from Bush, Need for
acceptance
Cheney on gay marriage
BrianGlandelone
of opinions
From the Wire

In a recent interview with
reporters from the Denver Post and
the Rocky Mountain News, Vice
President Dick Cheney declared that
he would back President George W.
Bush if he were actively to pursue
creating a constitutional amendment
banning same-sex marriage.
Bush openly has stated that although
he supports gay rights, marriage should
recognize the joining of a man and
woman. He also has considered backing
a constitutional amendment recognizing
this definition of marriage.
The issue of same-sex marriage
legality has engrossed the nation
after the Massachusetts Supreme
Court ruled in November that homosexual matrimony legally is protected by (he state constitution.
Stacia Haynie, a university political science professor specializing in
American politics, said this issue
could hold a lot of power in regards
to political support.
"The polls show the nation is divided
on gay rights, although with gay marriage there does seem to be greater opposition," Haynie said.
Anna Byars, an active member of the
Spectrum Alliance, agrees with Haynie's
daim, especially with regards to students.
"Not a majority of students would
support gay marriage," Byars said. "But
considering where we are, there is a lot of
support for it"
Students nationwide also are
showing support for the legislation
of homosexual marriage.
Organizations such as the National
Gay and lesbian Task Force and the

—46

The issue of same-sex
marriage has engrossed the
nation....
— Brian Giandelone
The Reveille

ss —
Spectrum Alliance have held protests
and submitted backlash legislation
attempting to prevent the banning of
homosexual marriage.
"I think that an individual should be
given the right to choose how he or she
wants to live his or her life," said Stacy
Stewart, an early-childhood education
I .niM.inn.i State University freshman.
'Teople should be allowed to have samesex marnage if they so choose."
Because a majority of the
President's constituents oppose samesex marriage, Haynie believes that
Bush's stance against the legislation of
homosexual marriage strengthens his
support from Republicans.
"Politically, it makes sense Bush
would be supportive on a gay marriage ban," Haynie said.
Haynie
said
that
the
Democratic candidates will have
to choose which stance to take on
the issue, thereby possibly splitting the Democratic vote.
Brian Giandelone is a student at
Lousianna State University who works
for The Reveille

CONVERSE, from page 6
is founded on opinion, and it is
nourished by the injection of
many different arguments into
the public forum. Only when
ideas are exchanged openmindedly can all sides of a
debate clearly be expressed and
carefully considered, and only
then can we arrive closer to ultimate truth. John Stu.irt Mill pul
it best, stating that "since the
general or prevailing opinion on
any subject is rarely or never the
whole truth, it is only by the collision of adverse opinions that
the remainder of the truth has
any chance of being supplied."
The process of sorting
through ideas is enhanced when
everyone approaches serious
discourse with a real willingness
to listen. Once we adopt that
mentality, we are one step closer
to discovering the truth.
Jonathan Kelly is a junior political science major

Write for opinion.
You'll he glad thai
you did.
' '< i . ( ItpiHHWQl IlKllllillliiiltl

>

ARE YOU ATECHIE?
The BREEZE is now hiring for a part-time paid position
in technology and computer support.
Please submit a cover letter and resume to
Drew Wilson, Editor in Chief,
by spm. Friday, Jan. 30
For more information
call X8-6127

WALK TO CAMPUS
6 BR HOME. . .S. MAIN ST
10 MINUTE WALK ON MAIN ST. TO CAMPUS
2,3,4, AND 5 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
•ETHERNET
•FURNISHED

487-4057

LfBUK
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
1

Today's Birthday (Jan. 26). This year you'll have a passion to leam that may startle some of your
friends. You can easily convince them that a new topic is valuable. Study a subject that will put money
into your bank account and possibly theirs,, too - if they put in the work, that is.

Aries March 21 -April 19

W:

Taurus April 20-May 20

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

^p* » Today is a 7 - You're coming up with all
^^■k) sort?- uf radical ideas. Before taking action
ttW on thorn, bounce them off a person who
has more experience. Until then, don't
mention these ideas to anyone else.

g

Gemini May 21-June 21
Today is a 7 - Your friends come to your
rescue, and not a moment too soon. Iliey
fill you full of inspiration and enthusiasm.

M<

Today is a 6 - Somebody with an agenda is
likely to rub you the wrong way. You may
, not like that tone of voice, but don't put
up too much of a fuss. Don't do extra
work for free, either. Just say "no."

.'
I

Leo July 23-Aug. 22

Ml

-:.;

47

51

5?

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Pisces Feb. 19-March20

Today is a 6 - Here's the part where your
skilb as a money-cmnchei come in handy.
You need to find .i way to finance a project
vou've alivady begun. No problem, nght ?

.-*,
Today is a 6 - If you're not quite sure what
i£^fc you should do ru>\t. put oft the decision
^^J entirely. An error could be quite expensive now. It's better to wait and be sure.
—Tribune Media Services

Solutions to Last Issue's Puzzle

KiDPI I of the Day
No sooner spoken
than broken.
- What is it?

Answer to last issu
Once. After that, you would
be subtracting from the
number 20.
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ACROSS
1 Special-interest
grps.
5 Red planet
9 Vote in
14 Dismounted
15 Laptop image
16 Fashion
magazine
17 Roam
18 Sp. maiden
19 Succumb to
time and tide
20 With 59A,
homemaker?
23 Cleave in two
24 Kind of
release or box
25 NYC arena
28 Cogito _ sum
30 Courteous
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50
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Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

R Today is a 7 - Don't share everything you're
learning just yet. But if you keep digging
enthusiastically, you'll get there a lot faster.

F

1

44

-N.
JMST

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18

1

«

43

Today is an 8 - Leam what you can about
'»fascinating person, just tor the fun of it
\^^ You're liable to get all enthused again. You
just love it when that happens

1

8

36

34

39

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

^ -^ Today is an 8 - By now, you should be ready
^U to expand. You're eager to take new turf.
^P^^» Then? may be a couple of reasons why you
shouldn't act, but they're inconsequential.

\1

?fl

*j Today is an 8 - Time to get back to work.
Not only is there a lot of work to be done,
but it all has to be done by yesterday.
I IK kih. that s your specialty.

i

s

rl

fl

33

Today is a 6 - Your family may have some
_^fc>
pent-up resentment that they'd like to tell
^^. you about. Have you spent too much time
P^^g working lately and not enough time playing with them? Listening is a big help,
even if you can't do much more than that

1
II

'

l„

Cancer June 22-July 22

ma_
^>fln
>A\\
•a^B^k.

1

14

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22
Today is a 7 • A person with strong opinions
may take control for a while. This can be
&\' just fine, as long as you know it's all being
done in your best interests Delegate.

Today is a 7 - You're kicking into high gear
« and leaving everyone in your dust. There
' will be a couple of obstacles to go around,
but it looks like you win. Have .it it*

2

06

"

M

'

r

52 Much less
cordial
55 Dark olive
brown
59 See 20A
61 Jeweler's
weight
64 Alda of
"M'A'S'H"
65 Painful
66 Completely
developed
67 Appendage
68 Age after
Bronze
69 Fictional
Montague
70 Peak in
Thessaly
71 Elizabeth of
"Lone Star"

32 "Cakes and
35~"48 Hrs." star
38 Winglike
structures
39 Homemaker?
43 God of Spain
44 F3eet extract
45 That woman
46 Sandinista
leader
49 Rugged cliff
51 Born in Paris

"
DOWN
Make thirsty
Hilo hello
Courteous
Loading derrick
Catchall abbr.
Parthenon site
Chopper
feature
8 Slithering
hisser
9 Nevertheless
10 "The _ of the
Rings"
11 Freudian topic
12 Bovine chew
13 Driver's peg
21 Spore-producing plants
22 Eurasian viper
25 Trumpeter
Davis
26 Hidden store
27 Gaggle group
29 Obtained
31 Glasgow boy
32 Expansion
component
33 French river
34 Ham ft up
36 Fort Worth
sch.
37 Fountain
treats
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

40 Language
suffix
41 Rower's need
42 Serious story
47 Florentine
painter
48 Perform
50 Spread rumors
53 Writer Calvino
54 Perry or
Havelock
56 Routine duty
57 Wading bird
58 Hippodrome
59 Hay unit
60 Hoops grp.
61 Ford or Dodge
62 Fuss
63 Zombie
ingredient

it
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Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will-get
FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one yearl
The Commons

South View

Stone Gate

Office Hourt
Monday - Friday
8:30-7:00
Saturday-Sunday
12:00-4:00
1068 N Lola Lane

432-0600
www.lbjllmited.com
iliirnnaa.com

ftViw.inocommonsaparlmenis.com

www. soulhviewapanmenis.com

stonegaieaparlments.nel

it
406210
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Focus

V

Students make the call
to alumni for support ofJMU
Story by staff writer Sarah Manley • Graphics by art director Jessica Taylor
Students fill the small trailer, each one
sitting at a computer, enthusiastically
selling his or her product to the customers on the other end of the phone.
Their products — JMU pride and
generosity. The customer — JMU alumni, parents of current students and friends of JMU.
A caller's hand goes up, the signal that he
or she just has received a pledge and needs a
manager to confirm it. the caller removes
his or her headset and proudly hands it over
to a manager. This one was big — $250 to
the College of Arts & Letters. It's all in a
night's work for the students who are behind
the Madison Connection.
The Madison Connection is a group of
about 35 students who raise over $600,000 a
year to benefit student academics at JMU.
These students call alumni, parents and
friends — which is any person other than an
alumni or parent who wishes to contribute —
o< the university, throughout each semester
to ask for monetary donations.
"The program reaches out to alumni and
parents providing personal contact, possibly
the only contact, with a current student,"
said Amy Waters, director of the Madison
Connection, and the only non-student working in the organization. "Updates on the
exciting news and development* ,ire also
provided, as well as giving them
thanks for past giltSenior Joe Ciarallo, the
Madison Connection's student
manager, said, "The money
that we raise here is really
important to the university because it goes
into the academic
fund for the students. Since
Ih. motnl
budget
cuts

from the state have been deep, we need this
money more than ever."
The money that is pledged can be specified
to go into any department, scholarship or academic program if the giver so chooses, according to Ciarallo. If the callers do not specify
where they want the money to go, it is pooled
into the general academic fund and later distributed where needed.

—66
Alumni donate to JMU through
the Madison Connection because
of the personality and enthusiasm
of the student on the phone.
—Amy Waters
director

99
From the general fund, money then is
given to the designated areas of the university to support such things as scholarships,
student internships, faculty chairs, building projects, programs and more, according
to the Madison Connection Web site,
wicw.inw.edu/rmdisonconnection.
Unrestricted moneys in the general fund
are distributed to areas with the n
need, as determined by President Linwood
Rose, and various vice presidents and deans
at JMU, according to Waters.
The Madison Connection operates from
September through April, five nights a week
from h to 9 p.m., and one afternoon each
week Iron. 2 to 5 p.m. During these calling
shilts, about 16 callers are on duty, attempting to reach nearly 1,200 people each shift.
iCOQfdtott bo Waters.
Each night of calling can be different
from the night before because a different Mgmtnj of people are
called There an- two main
groups that are called
fivers and non-givers —
and
within
these
groups, there are further distinctions.
Segments are
groups of
alumni or
pa r •
ents

1

(

a call is much more personal, and
often that leads to more support," he
said.
In addition to the benefits that JMU
receives from the monetary donations to the
Madison Fund, the callers at the Madison
Connection also benefit by gaining a sense
of accomplishment. Raising money for their
fellow students is something to be proud of,
as some members have shared.
"Once I got a **00 pledge on a realh

MiKl.t. and IhAt nude Ih.- wholr itl»0»i . >' ■ vJUM

a\<JW\*
I )

who are pooled together based on their giving
history, according to Ciarallo. Some examples
of common segments are new givers — alumni
or parents who have never been called before,
lybunts — alumni or parents who donated last
year and sybunts — alumni or parents who
donated at some point, but not last year.
The average pledge from this group
between givers and non-givers, people
who have never before donated, is about

V I

most of the calling shifts throughout the semester. There is one
other segment that the callers
usually enjoy much more, however. The capital gift officers make up the
segment that yields the highest pledges out
of any other segment. Donations from these
alumni usually average from $500 to $1,000,
and often are given each year.
Making a call to ask for such a large sum of
money may seem difficult, but callers are well
prepared. They are given scripts for each calling segment, which include answers for most
replies they might encounter from the person
on the other end of the phone.
"Even when we have a script in front of us,
it's still a challenge," said senior Diane Arnold,
a caller at the Madison Connection.
It is through a series of "asks" that a caller
will receive a pledge, according to Ciarallo
"We usually start off with around a $250 to
$500 ask for most calling segments, depending
on their giving history," Ciarallo said. "If they
have given a lot in the past, we try to shoot for
a higher amount for this year."
Even though the students get paid, the actual job that they are doing is paying off in their
lives, as the money collected goes into funding
their own educations, according to Arnold.
"The Madison Connection is important to
the university, and to me personally, because
some of the money goes into helping students who need financial aid, and I benefit
from that," Arnold said.
Even after current callers and student* graduate, the Madison
( cmWCtion will continue to
strengthen the degrees of graduate- by building a bigger, better
name for JMU with the donations to the
Madison Fund, according to Waters.
In order to work at the Madison
Connection, students must submit .in
application and attend an interview with
several student managers. After they are
chosen, the new callers go through several days of training, according to Ciarallo.
"We look for an outgoing personality,
knowledge about JMU and dependability
when hiring new callers," Waters said.
According to senior Amanda Krasnofl.
a caller at the Madison Connection, "There
are three two-hour sessions of training
where we learn what to say during the
calls, and two hours of computer training at the call center. Plus, we get
paid for the training."
The Madison Connection
also is a great way to maintain
open dialogue with JMU
alumni, according to
Ciarallo. "Instead of
them receiving »Ietter or an e-mail,

worth It," Krasnoff said. "It s a n'ally great feeling when that happens."
Besides the calls that leave the students
with large donations to file to the
Madison Fund, most of the Madison
Connection employees simply enjoy hav- J
ing conversations with 'the people on the |
other end of the phone.
"Calling the oid women who were here
before the name of the university changed
to James Madison [University] is my
favorite part," Arnold said. "They are so
friendly and talkative, and I like to hear
what the university was like back then."
Calling for the Madison Connection may
not be for everyone, Arnold said, as it is a
tough job where people aren't always nice,
"but, when you do get those extremely Handly people, it makes the job worth it."

— 66
Once I got a $600 pledge on a
really slow night, and that
made the whole night of
calling worth it.
—Amanda Krasnoff J

-99Junior Catherine BfMtdn, stinient ni.in-J
a get. remembers .1 few semesters ago w lienr
a student called an alumnus who claimed^
he cbuld not chat with the caller btCMlM lie
was "busy making futun' |MU alumni."
While many alumni and parent- in
happy to be contacted by J\U , -emu pen 1
pie are less than thrilled, according to I
junior Doug Stanford, .1 caller ,11 tin
Madison Connection.
Although the students at the,
Madison Connection get paid/
about as much as othei -tu-l
dent employees on carn|
T
the caller- leaie their shlltl
with a great sense of pride for what thev
are doing for their school.
"Alumni donate to |ML through the
Madison Connection because of the person
ality and enthusiasm of the student on the 1
phone," Waters said "We have 41) paroaru
participation and raise over hall a million
dollars a year. A letter in the mail 1- MX I
capable of that — students are."
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executive board
positions include
executive director
director ot finance
director it membeiship
dneclor ot variety entertainment
director ot issues & cultural awareness
director of musical events
director ot cinematic events
director of media 8 public relations
director ot multimedia 8 graphic design
director of print advertising
director of evenl promotions
director of cinematic promotions
director ot bespilality
director of technical services
director of arts events
director of artists 8 repertoire (air)
director of label

info...
Applications available in
Taylor ?34.
""^IKSII f ^^KAM SOA*"

fill applicants can apply foi up le
3 director positions.
Executive Director applications
due on februaiy 6 by 5pm ID
Taylor TH
fill otber applications due on
f eburarig 12 by 5pm to
Taylor 84,
Call 568-621? or mil
blip ■ i pb.p edu

fcr more information

University Program Board director sure has its perks.
In addition to being involved and working with lots of awesome people, I'm also gaming valuable experience tbal I can use later in life.
Ihere are 1/ different director positions available, so I can be involved in the planning and production of mang different programs and events.
With a total budget of over {300,000, the University Program Board is able to bring a number of
popular speakers, musical talents, and entertainment programs
to the JIIIU and Harnsonburg communities.
I really enjoy baviny a say in what talents, movies, and special events we bring to campus.
Plus. I'm getting a 11.000 scholarship for all of my work.

UPB is now accepting applications for the 2004-2005 executive board.
Applications are available in Taylor 234. Call 568-6217 or go to http://upb.jmu.edu for more

ciPBl

got UPB?
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Put it on vibrate
In-class cell phone interruptions are facing death as
professors take no more.
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"We are very serious about being funny."

STYLE
It's for you*

BRYAN BACH

freshman. New and Improv 'd member

MtdwyMM

»M story below

Professors, classmates fail to see
humor in others' busy social lives
BY DANIELLE MCKENDRICK

contributing writer
There you are in class, listening attentively while scribbling down volume-, ot notes
when it happens — one of the most painful
moments of in-class embarrassment — your
cell phone goes off. The entire classroom is
silent while your professor is mid-lecture,
when all of a sudden the polyphonic version
Ol sir Mix-A-Lofs "Baby Got Back" starts
blaring from your backpack. Amid the mortification of the class knowing you actuallv
chose to have your phone set to a rendition
of the 1992 Billboard Chart topper, you still
have to dig through your belonging- in
order 10 shut the thing off.
We've .ill s<vn it happen — the flustered student fr.intk.illv searching through binders and
textbooks to silence the ringing. Then there is
the question of what to say or do after you've
found and silenced your phone. Do you sav
sorry? Do you hide your head in shame and
hope that no one heard?
"I felt horrible when my cell phone went off
in my |m.ith| class," junior Melanie Rudolph
said. "I said sorry right away, but, luckily, my
. r was really laid-back about it."
Since cell phones are so common among college students, some professors address the

topic of cell phones within the first few days of ty for stutheir class. There are many professors who have dents whose
i A n>-tok-rance policy for cell phone disrup- phones
intertion during class. Consequences ranging from rupt her lectures.
the professor actually answering your phone,
"I will deduct
or deducting points off attendance Or Miami points off of a (stuare all a result of cell phone disruption.
dent's] test scores if
"The Iteacher's assistant] in my Health their cellular phone
100 class threatened to answer our cell interrupts my lectures,"
phones and embarrass us to whomever was Berry said. "I have had so
on the other line, but tons of phones went off many problems of interrupand he never did anything about it," sopho- tion in the past that 1 have
more Ammar Shallal said.
found this is the onlv way to
This doesn't go to say that no professor motivate the students to either
actually will answer your phone For sopho- leave their cell phones at home, or
more Erin Larkin, her professor not only at least put them on silent."
Mnvnd he' phone, but also carried on a brief
For those students who have
conversation with the person on the other line. been caught in the act of having
"My professor actually answered my phone their phones disrupt class, one comwhen it went off in class. I had forgotten to put monality has been drawn — they
it on silent, and 1 mean, what can vou do when won't let it happen ae.,im
your professor tells you she wants to answer
"My cell phone went off (in class]
your phone?" Larkin said.
for the first time a few days ago, and I
When merely answering cell phones isn't believe my professor handled it the best
enough to deter students from bringing their way you can — he stopped the class, put
mobile devices to class, more severe measures the entire focus on me and the fact that 1
may be taken to prevent further interruption.
interrupted his lecture, and it made me
Math professor Stephanie Berry has feel miserable," Shallal said. "I can guarbecome so fed up with cell phone disruption antee from now on my phone will never
in her classroom that she has enforced a penal- ring in another class."

KR1STY NKHUaWl-M" rdll.-f

Even though cell phones are becoming • more and more popular essential for students, those concerned about classroom Interruptions are taking steps to end the disturbance of ringing phones.

Improv Bowl V Vegetarians
ad libs tomorrow
BY ERIN LIK

staff writer
The age-old Kittle between
the forces of gixxl and evil will
be resolved once and for all —
with a comedic twist — at the
Improv Bowl V Jan. 27 in
(.rafton-Stovall Theatre at 8 p.rrt
New and Improv'd, JMU's
funnybone-tickling improvisation troupe, will present
Improv Bowl V. The theme of
the bowl is good vs. evil
The group's nine members
will be split into two teams of
four. One team will portray
goodness, and the other evil,
according to senior Dan Hodos,
director of
Mmv md WANNA Go?
Improv'd.
There will
WHAT:
be
one
l\ll'KO\
member
BOWL V
who will
serve as an
ernceetothe
WHEN!
audience. TOMORROW
he said.
VI 8 CM.
Each
team will
\\ HERE:
compete in
GRAFTONva rious
improvisaSTOVAI I
t i o n a I
games —
chosen by the audience — to
prove its mettle in the battle of
good vs. evil, Hodos said.
However audience participation is also important in determining the winner of the
Improv Howl. Each time the
teams complete a game, the
audience
members
vote
through applauding for the
team that delivered the best
performance in that match. The
Boup'i Intent Umiei Uoyd, a
student at The Governor's
School, will gauge the audience's applause, Hodos said.
The team that racks up the most
applause by the end of the tournament wins the Improv Bowl,
according to Hodos
Freshman Bryan Bach, a
New and Improv'd member,
said he !■ nervous and excited

about the performance at
Grafton-Stovall. The Bowl will
feature two-minute scenes and
some longer scenes similar to
those from the television show,
"Whose Line is it Anyway?,"
Bach said. The ideas for the
scenes will be generated from
the audience, he added.
New and Improv'd has
two-hour rehearsals weekly,
Bach said. "We are very serious about being funny."
The Bowl also will include
a ha If time show featuring the
Cheerleading Club, the Color
Guard and a special surprise
from the members of New and
Improv'd, according to Hodos.
"I want to perform and 1
want people to come out and
sit back and relax and let us
entertain," he said. "I want
to give to the community
and say 'have a party with
us.'" This, according to
Hodos, explains why admission to the event is free.
lunior Christina Boucher,
publicity manager for New
and Improv'd, said that it will
be distributing prizes to the
audience. "It's going to be a
really good time, and we have
fun surprises in store. You get
to see comedy created before
you and be part ' of the
process," Boucher said.
New and Improv'd conducted auditions in the fall and
selected four new members;
however, three of the group's
members are graduating this
year. The group also performs
at different events thmughout
the year, some benefiting various organizations on campus
"I want to flo to the show
because I have a few friends in
the group and they put on such
an amazing performance, and
their -'kits are always hilarious," said senior Andrew
Rozier-Smolen, a member of
Madison Project. "As a performer myself, I know how
much hard w<wk and practice
goes into something like
improv. it's not something that
comes naturally to everyone."

no longer only
rooting for curd
BY EMILY FLECK

contributing writer
Becoming vegetarian usually forces people to reevaluate
their diets and find a new balance to ensure they receive satisfactory nutrition. Like starting an exercise program, the
beginning is the hardest. Some
vegetarians quit eating meat
cold turkey and some phase it
out gradually.
The American Dietetic
Association announced in 2003
that vegetarian diets "... provide health benefits in the pre-

vention and treatment of certain diseases."
Diabetes, heart disease and
cancer all have been attributed
to a combination of factors,
most notably a lifetime of
dietary habits. According to
WebMD.com,
obesity
and
clogged arteries can be attributed to an excess of saturated fat
and cholesterol, both of which a
vegetarian diet is almost devoid
of, depending on how much
dairy is consumed.
New vegetarians often have
difficulty eating meals that give
them a satisfied, "stick to the

ribs'' feeling, which often leads
the unsuspecting new "veggie"
down a road of too much bread,
pasta, desserts and plain salads
— not exactly healthy fare.
The key to finding the balance usually lies in diversifying one's diet, according to
www.beyondivg.com. On a college budget, this can be a real
challenge. For off-campus students, begin by switching from
white to wheat bread, white to
brown rice and canned vegetables to frozen ones, according
to uww.UMifro5f.com. When
grocery shopping try to stay

away from the middle aisles,
as they contain fat, sugar and
preservative rich foods.
Beans are cheap and indispensable to a vegetarian for
protein and nutrients. Meat
eaters could benefit as well
from a few more bananas and
citrus fruits a week. Salad-ina-bag is not always cheap, but
it's one of the easiest ways to
eat green leafy vegetables.
Adding these "whole" foods
to one's diet will make the
transition easier.
set VEGGIE, page U

Online music swaps revive, legitimize with price
BY DAVE NORMAN

staff writer
The unthinkable has just
been thought — legitimate digital distribution of music tracks
and albums has begun, turning
computers across the world into
legal personal jukeboxes. A barrage of new music services have
initiated the beginnings of a 180degree turn in regards to lawful
purchasing and downloading of
digital media.
Since Napster's groundbreaking file-sharing platform,
launched in |une 1999, the filesharing industry has fallen victim to intense legal scrutiny.
Napster failed to survive the
onslaught of legal attacks and
shut down in 2001 due to its
centralized system architecture.
Newer peer-to-peer clients such
as Kazaa, Morpheus and
Gnutella found a way around
the illegality of file sharing by
providing a network for other
computers to utilize without the
attack point of a centralized system — all old news.

the Norm

Tectfall
Fntrepreneiirs and innovators alike — hint: Apple CEO
Steve Jobs — since have realized
the potential business value in
online distribution of digital
media. Apples i runes grand
opening in September 2003
birthed the early stages of a legitimate file-sharing world. Months
later, a bullied Napster, whose
ownership had exchanged
hands numerous times since it
shut its doors in 20(11, opened its
downloadable music shop
advertising the widest selection
of all online musk merchants.
with tracks at 99 ants each and
full albums for just under $10.

Wal-Mart,
Rlupt>oi1\fxom.
EMusicjxm and a slew »»t otl vrs all
have opened their version of Jobs'
iTunes Each service offers a slight
variation fnwn the next
Wal-Mart does what WalMart does
soils , hetpef than
evervoni else starting at 88
cents per track as opposed to
everyone else's upper 90-cent
tracn Rhtptodyxom, a subsidiary of Real, allows users to
listen to any of the tracks they
hav« rights to tor a monthly fee,
and then it is 71' cents per track
to bum to I uMiipact disc.
/ Wii.it ami is a subscriptiononly service, whik' most others

are subscription or individual
track purchases. RMusic does
have one leg up on the competition. It distributes pure, open
MP3s, allowing for zero restriction on what you can do with
the songs — transfer or bum as
much as you would like.
Other services offer proprietary formats with a strappeddown license model, limiting
CD bums and transfers. It
appears that they all have followed suit to Jobs, and legitimate song sales appear to be
working as a successful US.
business model The future of
this success still is a bit hazy, and
presumably as nature takes its
t» >ll on the industry, time will tell.
But, Apple is no stranger to
failure or of getting kicked out
of its own party, for that matter.
The past doesn't lie about its
disastrous industry blunder of
not licensing its, at the time,
massively superior operating
system to third-party vendors.
With a potential to monopolize
*r MUSIC, page 12
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VEGGIE: Recipes appeal to herbivores
Actor Duhamel inspires envious
regards with good looks, intellect
VEGGIE, from page U

Tofu Stir-Fry

Veggie Gumbo

I package pre-seasoned and
baked tofu
1 package of tnven mixed vegetables (like broccoli, carrots
and snap peas)
oil, .my kind
Salt and pepper
Mrs. Dish original seasonings
blend

1 chopped onion
1 chopped bell pepper
1 package frozen okra
1 package frozen com
1 can of cut tomatoes (with
juke)
Add vegetables of your liking

Cut the tofu block into Iinch square pieces. Make
sure the tofu is not holding
any extra water. Heat the oil
in a wok or frying pan.
Brown the tofu and Mrs.
Dash. Add the vegetables
and cook until they have
reached desired flacidity.
Add more Mrs. Dash to taste.
This can be served with rice.

In a pot. heat oil on medium
high heat and add onion and
pepper and cook until tender.
Add remaining ingredients Bid
bring to boil. Simmer on low for
about 20 minutes. Remove from
heat and season to taste. This
dish can be served with rice or
pasta. Since this recipe yields a
large volume, some can be
In v.-n tor up to three months.

Pseudo Huevos Ranch* ros

BY CHARU.S EALY

The Dallas Morning News

...Ididtryouts.butl
wasn't very good.
And the agency
threatened to drop me...

|osh Duhamel is the kind of
guy who makes you flirt with
one of the seven deadly sins.
No, gals, not lust. We're talking about envy.
To the untrained eye,
Duhamel (pronounced dooMEL) is handsome, successful
and amiable. He probably even
enjoyed being a teenager. But
there has to be something
wrong with him. some flaw that
will make you feel better about
being miserable you.
He's on the phone because
he's promoting his big-senvn
feature debut. "Win a Date With
Tad Hamilton!". It's about a
movie star who has a bad-boy
image and agrees to participate
in an ail-American contest
where he'll date an average gal
for one night and make her feel
special. To most people, however, Duhamel is best known
as Danny the casino worker on
television's new hit series "Las
Vegas" — and for playing a
bad boy on "All My Children"
for three years.
Despite hours of interviewabout the new movie, he still
appears to be chirpy — always a
sign of possible dimness.
Duhamel, however, talks
easily about his Tad Hamilton
character and betrays no hint
of being slow.
"At the beginning of the
movie. Tad is pampered. He has
lost his way and has become
detached from reality. He's
wrapped up in Hollywood,"
Duhamel said. "But, in an effort
to gain back his boy-next-door
image, which made him successful to begin with, he agrees
to participate in this dating contest. And then he meets Rosalec,
and she makes him feel something he hasn't fell for a while."
Do you think of yourself as
the boy next door? And did
you
actually enjoy high
school? (More signs of dimness, you think).
"Well, my early life was all
about sports," he said. "You
know, football and basketball.

— Josh Duhamel
actor

-99
and 1 enjoyed it. I played football throughout high school and
was on the team at Minot State."
A football player in North
Dakota? (Another sign of possible dimness).
But Duhamel comes back
with the unexpected: "I wanted to become a dentist, actually. I was majoring in biology at Minot State before ! left
for California."
Why did you go to California?
"1 wanted a change," he
said, not being entirely forthcoming. "I left in 1995 and
moved to Northern California,
where I did modeling and
commercials."
Then, in 1998, he says, he
moved to Los Angeles, "where I
started acting."
You just started acting? (A
possible sign of arrogance and a
sense of entitlement.)
"I was helping a buddy
who worked in the mailroom
at an acting agency." he said,
"and one of the guys asked if I
was an actor, and I said, 'Yeah,'
like everyone else in L. A. Then
he signed me up at the agency
and I did tryouts, but I wasn't
very good. And the agency
threatened to drop me as a
client. That's when I realized I
couldn't just become an actor
without training."
Rals. Ditch the argument
for arrogance.
"1 finally got serious and
started taking classes. I watched
actors and what separated the
good from the bad. And then I
got a big break six months later,
when I got a lead in an independent movie, The Picture of

TODAY

Dorian Gray.'"
Although the adaptation
of the Oscar Wilde story
still hasn't been released, it
attracted the attention of
the casting agents for "All
My Children."
"That was the best training
I ever had," he said of the TV
soap. "For three years, 1
learned a lot by being in front
of a camera nearly every day,
being on a set. I had to learn 20
pages of dialogue a day. And
then I moved back to L.A. and,
six months later, auditioned
for 'Las Vegas' and got it."
Well, that doesn't sound
so grueling.
"Ifs actually quite grueling"
he said of the audition process.
"You see the script, you do auditions, and then you wait. And
then, if you're lucky, they call you
back for another audition, and if
that goes well, then they have
you back and you have to do a
screen test. And then you wait.
And, if you actually get the role
months later, you don't feel
excitement. You just feel relief
that the whole process is over."
Perhaps he has other kinds
of problems. He's on "Las
Vegas" — perhaps he gambles.
So you pose the question: "Do
you play the tables when
you're in Vegas?"
"Yes," he says. (Now we're
getting somewhere.)
' H.ivi- you ever split 10s?"
you ask — the ultimate question
to determine whether a blackjack player is dimwitted.
"Why would I ever do
that?" he asks incredulously.
"I don't even split nines. But
I'll split eights."
OK, he's not a dumb
gambler. But. perhaps he
gambles too much?
"I used to gamble more
when I didn't have any money,"
he said. "Now that I'm finally
making some money, I sorta
want to keep it."
Hmm. This guy isn't going
to give you any dirt. He actually may be fairly savvy. And,
as the interview winds down,
you seek some kind of solace.
Maybe he's a bad dancer.

2or3eggs
salsa
any kind of cheese
pepper
2 slices of wheat bread
If one is concerned about
cholesterol, only use one or
two of the egg yolks. Whisk
the eggs with a fork or whisk
and add a few spoonfuls of
water to make your eggs fluffy.
Add oil to a frying pan and
cook eggs on medium heat.
When the eggs are almost
cooked, add cheese. Remove
from heat when the cheese
nulls Toast the bread and
serve the eggs on top of toast.
Add salsa and pepper to taste.

MUSIC: Pirating makes
return with revised rules
MUSIC, from page U
the entire industry, Apple simply held open the door for Bill
Gates and his now 97 percent
market share in the personalcomputing world. Mistakes of
the past should not be made
IgWI (specially those as economicallv catastrophic and
gigantic as discussed above.
Presently though. Jobs and
his hard ware/software combination, reminiscent Bonnie
and Clyde, are on top of the
music-services world — reaching a million in online track
sales in its first week. jobs, his
iPod (don't forget the newlv
released iPod mini) and iTunes
are a hardware/software combination reminiscent of Frank
Sinatra and Dean Martin.
Apple's music store simply is
an added incentive for users to
utilize the synchronizatkwi of
hardware and software that
Apple offers — an exnvmelv
solid combination.
A December 2003 tmwxom
arbde about Jobs and his latest
duo quoted jobs as he said, "The
dirty little secret of all this is
there's no way to make money
on these stores." For every 99
cents Appk' gets from your credit card, 65 cents goes straight to

the music label. Another quarter
or so get* eaten up by distribution costs. At most jobs is left
with a dime per track so even
$500 milUon in annual sales
would add up to a paltry $50m i II ion profit. Why even bother?
"Because we're selling iPbds,"
jobs said in the article.
The Recording Industry
Association of America continues to pressure the file-sharing
world |ust this past week,
another 538 lawsuits were filed
against potential copyright \TOlators. This last round of legal
action taken by the Rl A A is the
most intense yet. Lawsuits
seem to have little or no effect
on the file-sharing universe to
date, but perhaps this will
begin to rum some heads.
What's on the horizon for
the file-sharing industry1
Expect to see movies sooner
than you think. Movielink.ami
and CmenuiNmv.com are offering IHOML-S that customers can
pay to download. Movies are
about 250 times the size of
your typical MP3, but as
broadband Internet connections are becoming increasingly readily available, trips to
Blockbuster soon will become
less and less frequent.

oil, any kind
salt and pepper or cither spices

"Pop star
Britney Spears
runs down aisle
with agent's
father"
Don't settle
forbad
headlines.
Work for The
Breeze style

section!
Call x83151
or e-mail

breezestyle®
hotmail.com
for more info.

|

I really have a lot going for me... nm young.
healthy and strong, Out I know then; are people out there who

Yofr oi h«r«

aren't as lucky. And by gtving plasma. I can help them. That's
because my plasma is used to make mertcines for people with
hemophilia and other diseases It only takes two hours.. I can
do it after class, and I leeUne the rest of the day Plus, a little
extra money never hurts! But I mainly do it because I know it
helps other people. You know, I do it because it's the nght

Brim HwrfjW
UCH MONTH YOU CAN Rlf HVI UP TO

Announcing the Opening of

Nina K. Smith, MD
GYNECOLOGY

0-801-0672

"Health Cart for Women

With a Woman's Touch"

Accepting New Patients
269 Lucy Drive • Harnsonburg.VA • 22801
www.biohfeplasma com

(540) 442-9055
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"We've had a tough time getting
wins, but, either way. our freshmen
have progressed very well."

Rutgers drop Dukes

Despite solid performances
from the Dukes, the Scarlet
Knights held off JMU
Saturday in a home meet.
IM

story Mow

SPORTS

ON THE SIDELINES

26, 20041 THE BREEZE 113

WARRICK MANN

women's dive coach

WOMEN'S SWIMMING

Dukes lack
rebounding
Just as the second half started
last Wednesday night as the
men's basketball team trailed
Hofstra University, 33-20, a JMU
hn veiled, "You have to want it!"
Well, I want a brand new car, but
that doesn't mean one is going to be
sitting in front of
my apartment
when I wake up
in the morning.
My point is
that the Dukes
can want to win
as much as they
please, but it
takes more than
desire to win a
DREW
basketball game.
It also takes skill
WILSON
and knowledge.
The Dukes seem to be missing the
skills ot rebounding and boxing out
in the lane.
Against Hofstra, )MU was outrebounded 48-29. The Pride had
27 boards in the first half alone.
In addition, the Dukes managed
only one offensive rebound
before halftinuv
Following the loss to the Pride,
coach Sherman Dillard said,
"We're just a bad rebounding
team. We just are."
Thank you, Captain Obvious
In Colonial Athletic Association
play, the Dukes are dead last in
rebounding margin per game.
(Mil's average is -9.0 rebounds a
game. The next worse is -3.5 by
George Mason University, which
probably is why the Dukes only
lost to the Patriots 74-70 Saturday.
Also, not one JMU player even
ranks in the top 20 in CAA
rebounding — the only conference
team that can claim that.
Part of the problem is that the
Dukes don't have a legitimate center. The only one listed on the roster
as a center is freshman F.ddic
(iTi-cne-Long, who is 6 feet 9 inches
tall. The Dukes occasionally use
freshman forward Chris Cathlin
and red-shirt sophomore forward
David Cooper at center, but they too
are undersized for the position.
sv DUKES. imgeU

—MEN'S BASKETBALL—

NATASHA I APTlK/il.10 p*M..j»i»rt,.

Alter losing to George Mason University Friday, JMU came beck strong by defeating Radford University and Wagner College In a home dual meet Saturday.

Dukes cruise past Radford
JMU defeats two nonconference opponents in home dual meet
BY ALEX EISENBERG

contributing writer
JMU received a major
boost in confidence as it
defeated both Radford
University and Wagner
College in a dual n\w*, an
out-of-conference matchup,
at home Saturday.
Coming off a crushing
defeat to George Mason
University the previous
day, JMU beat Radford,
152-55, and Wagner, 14071, to improve its record to
3-6 overall.
JMU controlled the meet
from start to finish. The
Dukes placed first and sec-

ond in the 200-yard medley
relay. Following a first-place
finish for Wagner in the 1/000yard freestyle, JMU ran off a
streak of five straight firstplace finishes.
Though victories have
been •c»rco thin year, JMU
feels it has an abundance of
talent just waiting to
explode, according to coach
Nancy Bercaw. Of the team's
35 swimmers, 16 are freshmen, 13 are sophomores and
five are juniors.
"We are going to have a
very nice team when those
freshmen are seniors,"
Bercaw said. "They have progressed tremendously.''

-66
We are going to have
a very nice team
when those freshmen
are seniors.
— Nancy Bercaw
women's swim coach

99—
Those freshmen played a
major role in the wins over
Radford
and
Wagner.
Freshman Allison Keel had
(wo first-place finishes, one

in the 200-yard freestyle,
and the other in the 100yard freestyle. She also was
part of the the team's firstplace finish in the 200-yard
medley relay, which also
consisted of freshman Erin
O'DonneU and }unW>ra
Christine Filak and Lauren
Scott. Of JMU's six victories
in individual events, four
came from freshmen.
"We've had a tough time
getting wins, but, either way,
our freshmen have progressed very well," Dive
Coach Warrick Mann said.
Senior Mary Webber, the
only senior on the team,
had one of the first-place

WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS

Scarlet Knights edge out
JMU in first home meet
DiFilippo sets record
with 9.9 on uneven bars
/,-fot.
George Mason University came
from behind to win, 74-70, after
trailing the Dukes by 12 points
early In the second hart.

GMU battles
back to win
The Dukes couldn't close out a late
second-half kud against George Mason
University, losing 74-70 Saturday. The
Patriots scored the game's final 5
points, earning a win in Colonial
Athletic Association men's basketball
Forcing JMU into 17 turnovers,
the host Patriots overcame a 12Eivinl. early-second-half deluit ami
eld the Dukes i
scoreless in the
S.ilnnl.iy
final 2:11 of play
JMU
Senior forward/
Suard Dwayne I
royles led the
Dukes in scoring
with 19 points and
four
rebounds.
Freshman guard Ray Barbosa chipped
in In points and eight rebounds, while
juniorguani Daniel Inrmin scored 10
points, dished out three assists and pilfered three steals.
The loss dropped the I Xikes to 412 ovenU and 1-7 in conference play.
CMC impmved to 12-4 overall and 52 in CAA play.
—from staff rrpiirts
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PRO TENNIS

Agassi performs
well Down Under
Defending champion has
won 25 in a row at Open
BY LISA DILLMAN

Los Angeles Times

FILE PHonvom

BY BRANDON SWEENEY

contributing writer
JMU, on a record-setting day, was edged out,
192375-19135, by Rutgers University Saturday in
the Dukes' first home gymnastics meet of the season.
Senior Nicole DiFilippo set a new JMU
record as she placed first on the uneven bars
with a score of 9.9.
"1 did a new skill |on the uneven bars) for this
meet for the first time this season, so I was really
nervous about that," DiFilippo said. "And my
teammates built me up, and I
was really pumped. So, 1 just
. went from beginning to end and
did the best 1 could. This was one |
of my best meets."
192.375
As well as placing first on the |
|MU
uneven bars, DiFilippo placed
19135
first on the floor exercise and sec-1
ond on the balance beam.
DiFilippo said she is proud of what her and the
team have accomplished so far in this young season.
The Dukes are ahead of the pace they set at this
point last season, and JMU is witnessing solid performances across the board.
On the vault, finishing fourth overall and first on
the JMU squad was junior captain Amanda Beltz.
"Our team did awesome," Beltz said. "We
were so excited to be at home in front of our
crowd and everything. Everyone performed spectacularly; we really shined."
With a solid performance in the all-around,
senior Erin Fitzgerald posted a score of 38.275
and took second place.
The Dukes welcomed back senior Nicole
Bascopc for her second meet this season since
Muming from an injury that occurred in the beginning of her sophomore year. She competed on the
vault and floor.

finishes for JMU, which
came in the 100-yard butterfly. She just missed another
event victory, losing to
Wagner's Molly McDonald
by .05 seconds.
With Webber beinK the. only
atTtinr e*\ the team, she said her
role as team leader has taken
on much greater importance.
She takes freshmen under her
wing to help them become better swimmeT.
"1 cheer for them and
encourage them/' Webber
said. "1 do whatever I can to
help them out"
While their record is not

NATASHA I AFTMUai^phioKmphf'

JMU tort to Rutgera Saturday In Its flrrt home me*.
This past week, some of the Dukes have been
working on increasing the difficulty of their routines as the competition will continue to build and
get more competitive as the season progresses
"Everything will begin to polish up, and we will be
in good shape," Coach Roger Burke said.
Beltz added, "We don't all quite have our difficulty level there yet — it's so early in the season. So,
we all need to get a couple of more things in there"
The Dukes will travel to College Park, Md.,
next weekend to compete against the University
of Maryland Terrapins. Their next home meet will
be in two weeks when they host rival the College
of William & Mary.

It's becoming almost a January institution in
Australia. Andre Agassi puts on a thoroughly
entertaining display of tennis and then trades
quips with the ubiquitous John McEnroe during
his on-court TV interview in Rod I .aver Arena
at Melbourne Park.
It happened all over again Sunday.
\g,iv*i s,iw\i live set points in the opining set.
and then his relentless groundsrioke attack put No.
13 Paradom Srichaphan of Thailand into a world of
hurt as the fourth-seeded American won, 7-6 (3>, 63, 6-4, in 2 hours, 6 minutes in the fourth mund at
the Australian Open.
Srichaphan called for the trainer during a
changeover early in the third set and needed
treatment on his right leg. He'd bntken Agassi's
once in the first set and never even had another
break point opportunity in the final two sets. The
players had a nice moment at the net, chatting,
and Agassi said later that he had been concerned
about his opponent's health, having heard him
cry out during one exchange.
Agassi, the defending champion, has won 25straight matches at the Australian (Ipen and the last
time he lost a set hen.- was List veai when Nicolas
Escude of France managed to push him to four sets
in the fourth round. The last time Agassi lost here
was in 1999 when Vince Spadea beat him in the
fourth mund in four sets.
McEnnx' paid tribute to Agassi -- excellence in
Australia, and the four-time champion smiled, saying, "January is a nice time." Then, McEnroe asked
how one of Agassi's kids might fare against the
future offspring of Lleyton Hewitt and Kim
Clijsters. Hewitt and Ciijsters recently became
engaged, but have not set a wedding date.
Agassi, who's married to former professional
tennis player Steffi C.raf, gnnned.
see AGASSI, ;w,v«- 14
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DUKES: Getting dogged

Tern* atar Andre

I retu™» »hot
this month's
1 Open.
DefenoTng champioti
Agaaal and Mtow
American competrt *
and top-ranked Andy
Roddick leached the
quarterfinals of the
tournament after thek
victories Saturday. If
the both wki thek
next matches, the
two win square off In
a semHtnal matchup.

DUKES, from page U
because they are inexperienced, the younger players that
make up JMU's inside game are "soft" and often get pushed
anmnd. From the games I have watched this season, they
get knocked out of the way going for a ivbound because,
most of the time, they do a bad job boxing out opponents
Many times 1 have watched Dillard and his coaching
staff become overly disgusted on the sidelines with the
team's rebounding, or lack thereof. The assistants either
throw their clipboards to the ground or get up to join
Dillard in yelling at the team.
Let's face it — you know it's bad when Dillard has to
remind players to box out on free-throw attempts by
motioning his arms like a bird.
While rebounding may be a huge problem, it's not
the only reason the Dukes have sputtered out to a 412 (1-7 in the CAA) start

AGASSI: Star on streak
AGASSI, from page n
"Well, if my son or daughter
were to lose that match, 20 years
from now, I'd be waiting for them in
the final or the next round. I'll still be
hm playing" he said.
The mood was more tense in the
first set, when Agassi faced the five
set points. He erased three of them
in the 10th game, serving at 4-5,0-40,
and two more at 5-6.
"I had to fight off a (ew there,"
said Agassi, who had lost to
Snchaphan in their only previous
meeting, in the second round at
Wimbledon in 2002. "I had to come
up with some pretty good tennis late
in the set to pull it out"
The victory by Agassi was one of
the few high points for American
men in the fourth round, with topseeded Andy Roddick due to finish

his match later in the day. Robby
Ginepri, seeded 32nd, lost his match
against No. 9 Sebastien Grosjean of
France, 6-4,3-6, 6-4,6-1, and lost his
cool. After missing a volley on break
point to fall behind, 2-0, in the fourth
set, Ginepri knocked a ball into the
air at Margaret Court Arena and was
admonished by the chair umpire.
He wasn't the only frustrated
American on the grounds.
James Blake, who was down by
two sets against Marat Safin of
Russia as this edition went to press,
became unnerved after a decisive
line call went against him in the
first-set tiebreak, giving Safin the
tiebreak, 7-3, and the set. Blake felt
his forehand passing shot should
not have been called out and
argued with the umpire, saying. It
was right on the line."

Who's to blame for it all? Dillard and his staff
for not instilling the knowledge into the players,
or the players for not growing as players?
Dillard has mixed and matched lineups all season, and no
combination has worked on a consistent basis The chemistry doesn't seem to be there. The only one who remotely
has stepped up is junior guard Daniel Fn-eman, who is averaging 14 points a game over the last six games.
The two seniors who should be stepping up — forward/guard Dwayne Broylcs and guard Chris Williams
— have pulled a Siegfried and Roy lately, disappearing
late when the game is on the line. Of course, for Broyles,
it's hard to perform when your coach benches you tor the
end of the second half againsl Hofatn
I also find it funny that two of the Dukes' key reserves
at guard joined the team as walk-ons — sophomore guard
John Naparlo and freshman guard Chris Clarke. However.
Maparlo earned a scholarship this Mason
The Dukes can't seem to do a lot of things right,
including dunking the ball. Against the Pride, Cooper
missed several dunk attempts. Then, Friday as I was
walking through the Convocation Center, I stopped for
a second to watch the team's practice. During a scrimmage, Greene-Long received a nice pass inside and
missed a wide-open dunk. It has gotten that bad.
Who's to blame for it all? Dillard and his staff for
not instilling the knowledge into the players, or the
players for not growing as players?
I don't Ihink there is one correct answer. The only
answer I can give is that the team is not responding anymore. The players look as though they've completely lost
confidence. During the first half against Hofstra, it looked
as though the team had given up The Dukes gave the
Pride a run for their money in the end, but the comeback
fell short. Maybe if JMU had done some of the little
things, Ihev wouldn't have fallen behind as much early.
There is no doubt that Dillard has become frustrated.
During one point late in the game against Hofstra, Williams
fouled the Pride's Carlos Rivera on a 3-point shot. Dillard,

JMU: Women in search
of first conference victory
JMU, from page 13
when? they want it to be, the Dukes
(eel they have performed much
better than their record indicates.
They are disappointed in the victory count, but are pleased with individual performances.
"Let me put it into context — disappointing. It's disappointing we
haven't won," Bercaw said. "The girls
have swum very fast, bul the competitum has been a bit faster than us. But,
in terms of swimming quickly, our
girls have gotten personal bests "

Other first-place finishes for
JMU came from freshman Patty
Rawlick in the 200-yard individual medley and O'Donnell in the
100-yard
breaststroke.
JMU
recorded sweeps in the 50-yard
freestyle, 100-yard freestyle and
100-yard breaststroke.
JMU will take its victories over
Radford and Wagner and head to
Norfolk Jan. 31 to compete against
Old -Dominion University in
search of the team's first Colonial
Athletic Association win.

Ftlf PIIOTtVOrm I.
Sophomore guard John Naparlo spot* up for a Jump shot
earlier this season. A walk-on last season, Naparlo earned
a scholarship this year and has seen ample playing time.

who was squatting on the sideline, tell to the gmund in dJl
gust. He sat there for a minuti' or 10 with a blank look on his
face, holding his knees as if he wen- .i little kid in disbelief
that he didn't get chosen lor ,i s< ln>olyard kickball game.
Many critics think Dillard is oui the door. I seriousK
doubt JMU will make a move before the season's over. Hut.
one thing is for sun1 — if the Dukes keep playing like they
h.n i', they will not be seeing the NCAA Tournament no matter who is coaching the team.
Drew Wilson is a senior SMAD major t«W dream of some
JMU make the NCAA' btftre he graduates s pretty much dead.

James Madison University's

International
Internship
Program
JMU's International
Internship program can open
many exciting doors for you
in other countries. Contact:

<$

Office of International Programs
(540)568-6419
studyabrnad'fl jmu.edu

!•*%

V

<j%

BE A CONFERENCE ASSISTANT!!
^s>-

For downloadable and printable
job descriptions and applications,
goto

*re you going?

www.jmu.edu/international/internships

Positions Are Still Available for Summer f04
Application Deadline for 2004/05: March 5,2004

HOW...
•/ Possess Excellent Customer Service
• Be a Team Player
■s Exhibit Multi-Task and Time Management
Skills
' Work In a Fast Paced. Office Environment
' Be A We to Work Nights, Weekends, and
Overnight Shifts
' Available to Work May 10-Aug. IS, 2004

Application* are available in the
Eventa and Conference* Office,
Taylor 233. Mint he returned h >

To learn more about thia opportunity eign up for an
Info Session on February 4 or 8, by emailing: hentTlla>li«.1[>a*a

>
wmmm

MONDAY. JAN.

26,20041 Tro: BRKK/.K 115

CLASSIFIEDS
WE HAVE
PROPERTY AT:
2004-200B Townhouse

•VBSF0RT VILLAGE
HUNTER'S RIDGE
DEVON LANE
MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET

* badrooms. peat location
Close to JMU. convenient to
stores, restaurants, etc Many
ertres. MUST SEEI $245 per
oeoroom. call tor mom
Information. 433-8423.
118t Harrlaoa 3-4 bedroom.
W/D. C/D. O/W, walking distance.
11,000. lease 6/1/04. Call
8280464
2 led'oem AaartaieM • Lease
starts 6/1/04, J450
_ _ —————— -.—»■• • Larje rooms,
1 mile from campus, 3 baths, 2
kitchens. Lease starts 7/1/04.
$2W0/month.
Large Townhoaee ■ I bgftoomg,
2 1/2 baths, large daov. baaemant,
short waK to campus $290 each.
available In August CaN 433-2221

J-M'S
OLD SOUTH HIGH
WEST MARKET STREET
HIGH STREET
SOUTH MAIN STREET
1-2-3-4 or 5 Bedroom

nets Wanted lo
share 4 bedroom apartment
Hunters lodge In Hamaonburg Clean
apartment and reasonable rent Can
54032J1587 or $403276679. or
eme*/stfi2*adeWw.net
.1-

Nags Head - Sludent Summer
Rentals, seaoreefereaty.com tor
pictures. 1 252 2556328
2 ■eeVoam Heaaa W/D, A/C.
walking distance, $600, lease
starts 7/1/04. Call 8280464
Large One Bedroom A pert mem ■
Good location, close, available
now. $370 Call 433-1569
Houses Available far Kent • Next
year, all close to JMU Can
4352126.
4 Oafrssai. a Bath $200 per
bedroom. And 2 bedroom. 2 bath,
$350 per bedroom
Both
available August 15th. Price ana
less* torms negotiable. Contact
Mike. 17036918064 or email
nigiegentOhaUntilxon>
2 3 Beeroom OupkM • 1 1/2 baths,
*aikmg distance, W/0. GD. 0/W.
$940. cat 8280464

All i-U»ifird atk must he
wibmiticd in writing. You may a*
mail your ad in
lhc_hrte«»jmurdu Ads rmitl
be paid ID advance by ca*h. check.
VtSAorMaMcrCanJ All atk arc
Minkxl lo Hin/i approval.
Call 5M-r,|2- lodav!

Roommate
Check out Ihe ('lassUM

"For Sale" ad for the

Ada online!

entire semester or until

or leas Oder applies to individual
items only. Retail stores and
businesses do not quasi > fat this
*praal oflrr All ads are subject
to flrrw approval
Don! man out on thai gnat
dealt

Call 566-6127 for men
Infcnnattoo,

DISTANCE TO JMU!
NO BUS RIDE!
Kllnt-Riner Rental*
438-8800

large 3 Bedreom Cons* • Shaded
deck. $220 each. August, call
433-2221.
ilaifc^rteaaiy Hoeaee NieT,
quiet areas.
E
Ehiabeth.
W. Water, three and (our bedrooms,
parkmg. yard, W/D. smokers and
pats welcome. June 1. lor details
caB 87»»M7
m. View Drh* TH 5 bedrooms,
(urnished, ethernet. groups of 5
prataiiBd. $230/month. 1 year lease
(8/04 - 8/05). CaD 1-7034505008

Help Wanted - Camp Takaki (or boys.
Naples, Mame: Tnpp Lake Camp (or
girls. Poland. Maine Noted for
picturesque lekefront locations and
exceptional (acuities. Mid June
Ihrough mid-August Over 100
counselor positions in tennis,
baseball, basketball, soccer,
lacrosse, golf, flag football, roller
hockey field hockey, swimming,
sailing, water skiing, gymnastics,
dance, horseback riding, archery,
weight training, newspaper.
photography, video, woodworking,
caramlcs/pottery, crafts, fine arts,
silver jewelry, copper enamel, nature
study, radio/electronics, (heater,
costumer, piano accompanist, music
instrumentalist, backpacking, rock
climbing, canoeing/kayaking, ropes
course, secretarial, nanny. Call
TakajO at 1-80O25O8252 CaD Tnpp
Lake at 1800-9974347 Or apply
on-line at www t$ka/o.cam or
www fnppl0Mcavnp.com

NOTICE
!">* m<w inlornution and miaance

Three or Four Bedrc

i Ho.

Close to campus, vtasher and
dryer included June to June
lease $300 per month for three
renters. $250 per month (or four
renters. Call 43SO380

taring freak Panama City SIB*
7 nights. 0 free parties, free
covers 5 day spring break
Bahamas Cruise $279. Cancun.
Jamaica. Nassau $520. Daytona
$150 Call 1800 578 6386.
www. SonngoVeak 7raver.com
• 1 Spring streak Vaeatlana Cancun. Jamaica. Acapulco.
Bahamas, and Florida. Beat
parties, best hotels, best prices.
Group discounts, organmrs travel
free. Space is limited, book now
and save' Call 1 800 234 7007.
www.fndfessSummer7oui.com.

Earn $5,000 Plus
Apply lor
coherence assistant positions at
Taylor 233 by February 13th. work
May 10th to August 15th. Email
bentt/l+jmu.eaii lor information
session sigrvup

tpffTna sWssok 2bSi
Free Meals
1 100.733 6147

$509

V*"-'T

BUMDC\>

Bureau,

www 8eacHLileVacations.com

16006786386

lt» Honda Cl
air. 84.000 mi les. $6,000 Call
289-7974.

StreaeFrea Valentine Shopping to
Snow vow Lava - This season, gat
fabulous gifts (or your sweetheart
or yourself, all from the comfort of
home. Just call ma or Malt my web
site.' You'll Imd pampering
products, (ragrances, and more
and your convenience. Call Eddie
Good. Mary Kay Independent
Beauty Consultant. 540476-0965
visit www.mary^com/agOQC»4u

ROOMMATE
APPRECIATION
WEEK:

www SpmajSros* 7ravef.com.
il Spring Break Veeetlene .
Cancun. Jamaica. Acapulco.
Bahamas, and Florida. Bast parties,
best hotels, best prices. Group
discounts, organirers travel free.
Space is limited, book now and
save' Call 1800-234-7007
•vww.£nOJassSwrnrn#r70urs com

ITT

IIK

98,000 mess.
new bras, good condWon Must sell
by June! $2,000 or best offer. Call
Lauren at 5742338.

Coat*
npeafurvJH
1(888)923-3238. or vlaft
www. campuenWdrasser, com

Mountain Movie Night • 2
adventure
(Urns
featuring
Kfferxwreang. Kayaking, Skiing, and
Tlmbersports Irom around the
world, pkn local mt biking. January
31st only. 8pm, Court Square
Theater Tickets $5 at Shenandoah
Bcyde Co.. call 4370000

s Spring freak Party C
- Five days from $279. Party with
Real World Paris celebrities
at exclusive cast parties. Great
beaches and nightlife. Includes
meals, port/hoiet ta<es. Call

hxmeto opponumiiev contact ibr

I-800-5AJ-5501

Earn $1,000 $2,000 this
semester wrth a proven
CampusFunoVaiaer 3 hour
fundraising event. Our free
programs make fundraismg
easy with no rtsks. Fundraismg
dates are filling quickly, so get
with the program' It works.

inss laewepBSfr

retarding the invctfigabon of financinf

Better

Sororities

Cluba -Student Groups

today!

I whichever comes first)!
This oiler a good now through
April 29 and only applies lo
advertising in ihe Tor Sale'
section Ads must be 20 words

Make Money Takirw Onto* Survey
Earn $10 $125 (or surveys Earn
$25 250 (or locus groups. Visit
NMW.casMstudenrs. corn/twae

Fraternities

VUlt www.thebreeze.org

your Item sells

COMflMUB IMU fUGKTS
__
toomiT
Ul I tun y/< nun vim
C
WHtnSANW 'S^. :KHS5«

- Beach and Ski Inps
:a»l 1800-SUNCHASE
www sunefta ja,com.

To My Golden Olrks ■ ■ m so glad
to have found you! I wish I could
be a 1916 B girt forever Love you
an1 LoveVRose"

Rt0s Straight to BWI Airport - For
Spnng Breakl Use CollegeTranart
directly from campus, visit
iMmcotssfatrsnaa.com for details.

Pamela Elisabeth Schardln
Pamela Elizabeth SchardmPameia Elizabeth Schardln is
the moat gkyiovs roomie and best
Inend in the entire universe1

Local full service agency, dose
to JMU campus. Professional
Caring 28 years in the business

(640) 443-1111
SPACI IS UHtlD IOOR NOW

1 800 234 7007

Kristlne - I've had so much hm
wrth you so fart Love you to
death we'll beat the
boys
downstairs eventually' Love. Steph

1-8006484849
www.slstravel.com
1)1 Sd ■
today 0'

1867 Pert Republic Read

Appreciation:

I Love Magnolia! • I'm so
thankful for each lovely lady!

2-7 Bedroom houses
ALL WALKING

ih 3 Bedroom
townnouse available August 2004
m Kiester school area, quiet and
safe neighborhood, garage, large
deck, phone and cable outlets in
each room, $285 per person. For
more details or an appointment,
call 1 800842 2227, or e mail
*p>oW60e*sft*nW nef

S3 00 for fire! lOwords
$2.00 each add! 10 words
BkK-kddsarcSIOVinch

apartment*
Furnished & Unfurnished

Onh SIS to run your

PLACE A
CLASSIFIED AD IN
THE BREEZE!

I Love My Roomies • of
Commons 885H and it has been a
wonderful year so tarl Love,
Lindsay Caidwell
1180 I LOVO My Roommates
Amanda and Alyssa VJU are the
best males ever. I can t imagine
coiieoa without you1 -Stacey

Happy 21st Mrthday Kattyl •
1809C wouldn't bo the same
without your hot pink (Man. ghetto rapping political ineighu
chocolate crawge. and compulsive cleaning We love you and
wish you Via best! Love, Fewzia
Pkaa and Christina
Elizabeth and Anya - You are
the greatest roommates a girl
could ask lor! Freshman,
sophomore, and |unior year.
good times' Love, Mary Paige

Blind Date for
my Brother!
trying to find
girl/woman to meet my
younger 36 y/o brother.
He Is a Christian, 62".
195lbs. a Post Graduate
Professional.
athletic,
nice guy, likes outdoor
activities, and likes kids
(he has a ball with my 4
kids). He has never
married and most women
think he is handsome. No,
there is nothing wrong
with him." and he has a lot
of potential, but he needs
some prodding In the
dating department (he is
not real assertive). He is
new to the Harrisonburg
area. I'd like to find
someone that might be a
good match for him. If you
or anyone that you know,
may be Interested, please
send a letter to P.O. Bon
22 Hamilton, NY 13346.
Include your interests,
hobbies, a picture (nothing fancy), phone number,
and anything else you'd
like to. This is the best
that I can do from out of
state, so if it seems like
you might be a good
match, I'll contact you and
him, and try to set
something up.
Thanks

FOR A DIFFERENT SLANT ON THE NEWS

The Christian Science Monitor
An independent, unbiased international daily newspaper
with worldwide readership
Founded in 1908 "To injure no man, but to bless all mankind"
Winner of 7 Pulitzer Prizes - 50 correspondents in 9 countries providing concise
analysis of world events - special features cover work/money, learning/ideas,
arts/leisure, science/technology, and MORE! A great research tool

Ask about the "treeless' version at the JMU Library
or visit their award winning website: www.csmonitor.com

MASSANUTTEN

Yo*r ac( H«r«
fir««z« P&rftyftKf
Want to know how well your antioxidant vitamins are doing?
Want to help the world's children light hunger?

Massanutten Resort:

Now Offering Classes
- Lifeguard Training
- Water Safety Instructor
- Lifeguard Training Instructor
For More Information call 8B9-4977

UNTERESTLD IN
APPLVIINO FOR

Looking for great skin care products?
Looking for great webhosting and telecommunications products?

See my websites for details!
cbruble.mypharmanex.com
cbruble.my-nlc.com
cbruble.mynuskin.com
cbruble.mybigplanet.com

2004 Baseball Season Tickets
Now On Sale!
I Wednesday, January 28 • 7 PM

EDUTOR POSUTIION?
Stop by The Breeze

. Convocation Center
I MEN'S BASKETBALL vs. WILLIAM & MARY

Magic Act: Quickchange
to perform at Halftime

open house Feb. 9 from 6 to 8p.m.
the basement of Anthony Seeger
to find out how

Questions? Call X8-6127

Thursday, January 29 • 7 PM
Convocation Center
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL vs. VIRGINIA
COMMONWEALTH

For scores, schedules, highlights and more, go to...

«tf ;-l/f *i
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G^CEAT
lex it!
Openinc-Hours
Closing Hours
Sun - Fri 1
Mon-Fri 11AM
Sat & Sun 12 AM Saturday 2 AM
Back to School Special Back to School Special

&FREE \0FREE
Wonton Soup
Or
Crisp Spring Roll

Chicken Wings (8)
Or
Crab Rangoons (6)

I With any purchase over $10 I With any purchase over $20
•

LMHImsMf 0"tl»*W|«B»lr

• U*m«l**v*r On«oouporp«r party

,M
Make it a Meal!
W

TIE

IN TOWN rXFAST
fr

DELIVERY

Conveniently
located
In the
HARRISONBURG
CROSSING
shopping center, across from the
New Wal-Mart!

From appetizer to dessert!
Try Our Combination Flatten:
General TM ' ■ Chicken
Seuae Chicken
Orange Peel Shriap
Chicken with Broccoli
Spicy Hunan lecf
Garlic Explosion Shriap
Park Fried lice
Shriap U Mein
Singapore Style lice Needle
Mongolia Beef

And Mich Much More

Served with spring
rail, plain fried
rice*, choice of
soap and Chinese
■ini sugar donats.

,

*Le Mein naadle and
specialty fried rice
available with extra
charge.

Superbowl Parties To Go! Party Trays Available!
Menu, Specials and more Info Found on

Go(L®®teOn.com
'?*

>»

Caribbean Tan
Due to JMU student past patronage, we are opening a new location in Harrisonburg Crossing.

Second Location: Opening Early February
30 beds at each location to tan you quick!

AaJ

I
I

I Cai-ilS^n Tan

I
^
. One Time Offer
I

.

With this coupon,
i)S O f
any bottle of lotion only *P «— £)

'

I

I

. Spring Break Special
I

. Limit one per customer. Coupon can only be used once.

Caribbean Tan

Tan Until Spring Break
<t* ^ ^v
Unlimited for JpZJ.ll

I

I
I
I

Limit one per customer. Coupon can only be used once.

Accepting FLEX
IV

Located in the Food Lion Shopping Center
next to Little Caesar's Pizza

433 - 9989
Open till 10 p.m. Monday-Thursday

ii

